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Nira
my life companion whose love,
devotion, and faith have sustained and
inspired me to learn and teach the
Torah that has culminated in my
Halachic Perspective: Bio-Medical
Ethics, Ohr Tsiporah
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May this book become an eternal testament to a genuinely
beautiful person,

'll1D l1l"D l1l"Ui n"!JY,

my aunt,
i

Tsiporah Shaini Faige Fannie
who departed this
world on the 24th of Nisan 5737 In Jerusalem, Israel. May her
soul be among the souls of the righteous who are considered as
though living .

."'K7 n'n~ 1l7':3 n:3Tl' "Kn l"Y 7Y w,n "K
A new light and inspiration shall shine forth in Zion, and
we shall all soon merit to benefit from its illumination."

iBais !JIlteir
,ublications, f1Jtlt.
,.Ql). Wox 99
IMluslting, New llork 11361

II

This illumination was the everlasting mark left by Fannie
Morgenstern on the lives of all who knew her. She inspired them
and brought out the best in each of them. Like Miriam, the sister
of Moshe Rabbenu, who cared and worried about him, so, too,
did my aunt have a great share in my welfare and Torah
education.
In great appreciation and in reverence.to her memory, one of
the subtitles of this book will bear her name - Ohr Tsiporah.
The Illumination and Inspiration of Tsiporah.
And this is written on ther tombstone.
Here lies our dear and honored sister, good-hearted and wise of
speech. "She opened her" mouth in wisdom, and the law of
kindness was on her tongue." A graduate of Beth ]a-i.,(I, schools,
modest in her conduct, G-d fearing, and renowne", for her
truthfulness,

~AINI FAIGE j

il"17,

daughter of Harav Hagaon Shaul Aryeh 7"YT, and granddaughter
of the Gaon Horav Moshe Katzenelenbogen, 7"YT, author of
Responsa Ohel Moshe and descendant of the authors of Tosfos
Yom Tov and Maharam of Padua, c,"YT. She passed away on the
24th of Nisan 5737 in Jerusalem. May her soul be bound up in
everlasting life.

Are you concerned that most people do not value human life,
especially a life not belonging to their own group? Are you
concerned with Jewish survival and identity in the State of Israel
and all over the world? At last you can do something about these
problems.
Bais Meir Publications Ltd. has embarked upon a novel idea
to combine Torah scholarship with science and to translate the
synthesis for the modern man and woman. You can sponsor an
advertisement to help Bais Meir Publications enlighten our Jewish
people about these issues. In this way, Jews will be motivated to
strengthen their identity and reinforce their determination to
"resist hostile forces that threaten our survival as individual Jews
or collectively as the Je~"ish people.
Judaism's first principle is humanitarianism. The welfare of
every human being regardless of sex, race, color, or religion is our
concern. All civilized men who cherish the principles of humanity
have a common bond and destiny. The enemy of the Jew and
what he stands for -" humane lifestyle - is the enemy of all men
whose lifestyle and principles are the same as the Jew - all
Americans and members of the free demQcracies. They are really
the targets of the bigots. In order to reach out to others, we must
first be sure that we know who we are and what our goal in life is.
What is our relationship with our immediate family, friends, and
neighbors? other Jews living here and elsewhere in the world?
What is our attitude towards those who are different from us?
toward those who show hostility to us or other Jews anywhere in
the world? In what ways can we improve our relationship and
attitudes? towards what ideal?
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These quest~ons and more are explored in the following
books already WrItten and to be prepared for publication:
1. Halachic Perspective: Bio-Medical Ethics, Ohr Tsiporah. A

StU?~ of ~he Torah Attitude to the Sacredness, Dignity, and
IndIvIduality of Human Life from Conception to Death.
2. Eth!cs of the Disabled Jew, Ohr Chana. A Study of the Torah
AttItude to the M,entally Retarded, Psychologically Disturbed,
the Deaf, the Dumb, the Blind, the Sterile, the Minor, and the
Aged.
3. Dynamics of Halachah: Jewish Identity and Survival, Netsach
Mena~hem ~end~r. (5 vols.) A Study of How Torah can Help

us Gain InsIght Into the Psychological Problems of Modern
Living.
These volumes teach us to reorient our values and goals.
They analyze the Torah position regarding the essence of modern
living, emphasizing the dignity of the individual, his need and
right to realize his full potential and to achieve his emotional
psyc~ological, and spiritual sa tisf action to make livin~
meanIngful. Torah can help us control our inner anxieties
conflicts, and frustrations in spite of a world of contradictions:
pressures, and competition.
!hese books ~re a study of the cardinal principles and
practIces ?f the !ewIs~ faith for the past 3400 years. They analyze
the ~onfhcts, d~ssentIng schools, and intellectual approaches to
JudaIsm, and mIrror the persecutions and tribulations of the soul
of the Jew since Sinai 3400 years ago.
They study the minds of the giants of the Jewish people and
how they are related to the divine teachings over the centuries.
They ~lso study the mind of the layman, his psyche and soul.
Here IS the story of Jewish survival and intellectual heroism
against all odds to remain alive as individual Jews and eternal as a
people.
4. Netsach Yaakov Yosef. (5 vols.) Written in Hebrew, these

volumes trace in great depth the Talmudic and Rabbinic
sources used in the books described above.
an
These books were written by Moshe
o:dained rabbi. He has been working with physicians for ~he past
nIneteen years. As a result of his work, he has learned about many

medical-ethical problems that can be related to and solved by the
teachings of Torah Judaism. For the past twenty-six years since
his ordination, he has studied the Talmud daily as well as the
codes of Jewish law and responsa - the replies by scholars to
questions of Jewish law in all areas of Jewish life for the past 1500
years.
His books have won the approbation of two of the world's
foremost authorities and arbiters of Halachah (J~sh law). Horav
Moshe Feinstein, Shlitp. and Horav Yisroel Yitz~hok Piekarski,
Shlita. Rabbi
consistently consulted them while
writing these books.
Rabbi
has also authored Discipline: Synthesis
of Talmudic and Rabbinic Wisdom with Modern Psychology and
its Application to Jewish Education. Yet these volumes are just
the beginning of this on-going project.
In addition, we hope to have other scholars participate in this
project of strengthening Judaism by Torah enlightenment. Three
books are planned: Halachic Perspective: Pain and its Relief,
Halachic Perspective: Love and the Duty to be Humane, Halachic
Perspective; Love and its Communication. Further books are
planned with .the goal of summarizing various responsa in
English. These responsa are a wri tten record of how the poskim
(arbiters of Jewish law) have reacted to the times in which they
live (d) by finding answers to the most difficult questions of
Jewish law within the framework of the Torah. Many of these
poskim are contemporary, and they deal with some of the most
current issues confronting us today. Others, of previous
generations, give us an insight into how the stance of halachah
was formulated on important issues. Some of these poskim have
published and continue to publish their responsa in journals
especially dedicated to halachah such as Torah She Beal Peh and
Noam. Many such volumes, too numerous to list here, will be
excerpted to produce A LIBRARY OF MOST IMPORTANT
DECISIONS IN JEWISH LAW IN ENGLISH and a library of
translation and synopsis of code of Jewish law present and future
- in English - of the writings of Aruch Ha~hulchon.
We hope you will become a partner in this sacred work of
strengthening the identity and survival of the Jewish people by
completing the ad enclosed with this letter. The ads will help
cover publishing costs as well as assist in the support of Kollel
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scholars. These young men are engaged full time in the study of
the Talmud and Shulchan Aruch (Code of Jewish Law). They are
given scholarships and fellowships in compensation for their role
in halachic research (Jewish law) and the writing of future BaisMeir Publications. By assisting these men in the continuation of
their studies, a great mitsvoh is performed. For these scholars,
who devote themsel~es to a career in Torah study, are preparing
for their role as genuine Jewish leaders and poskim - arbiters of
Jewish law. The mitsvoh of supporting this work is a means by
which we can perpetuate the survival and identity of the Jewish
people, our most worthwhile goal.
We can only accept and publish paid-up ads. You will
receive an autographed copy of the book in which your ad
appears. The size of a full page ad is 7112" ,x 4112". Ads smaller than
a full page will be proportionally reduced.
If you are not able to place an ad at this time, why not
purchase one or more copies of the first book to be published in
this series. Halachic Perspective: Bio-Medical Ethics, Ohr
Tsiporah by Moshe Morgenstern? The price is only $6.00 per
volume which includes $.60 for shipping (4th class) and $.40 sales
tax. If you are exempt from sales tax, include a photostat copy of
your exemption certification. Otherwise, sales tax must be paid.
Every Jewish home should have a copy of this book. This
volume makes the perfect gift for patients, clients, or customers,
and the expense if- tax deductible. Congregations can use these
books as promotion items or give them to their general
membership, men's club, or sisterhood.
As an example of the important and relevant material
covered in, this series, consider the contp.nts of Halachic
Perspective: Bio-Medical Ethics, Ohr Tsiporah. A Study of the
Torah Attitude to the Sacredness, Dignity, and Individuality of
Human Life from Conception to Death.

PREFACE
CHAPTER 1:

Amniotic Testing and Hallacha
A. Reliability
B. The Hallachic Viewpoint

CHAPTER II:

Legal Problems of Physicians that Influence their Advice
A. Amniotic Testing
B. Abortions
CHAPTER III:

Social and Psychological Effects of Amniotic Te1Jing
A. Mother's Decision to T ermina te a PregdaJlcy
B. The Abnormal Child
CHAPTER IV:

Psychological and Hallachic Adjustment of a Woman Having
Abortions
CHAPTER V:

Faith and the Role of the Jewish Woman and Mother: Taharas
Hamispocho
A. The "Most Important Person in the World"
B. The Lasting Spiritual Effects of Taharas Hamispocho
C. The Act of Creation vs. The Act of Destruction
CHAPTER 'VI:

The Hallachic Status of the Unborn Child
A. Legal Status of the Fetus
1. Inheri tance Righ ts
2. Destruction of the Embryo
B. Conflict of Lives - The Principle of the Rode!
CHAPTER VII:

Hallachic Analysis of the Issue of the Conflict of Lives
A. Individual vs. Group - Surrendering a Fugitive
1. The Rode!
2. Group Responsibility for its Members in Time of
War
B. .Individual vs. Individual - Baby vs. Mother during
Childbirth
1. Unborn Infant vs. Mother
2. Partly Born Infant vs. Mother .
C. Organ Transplants
1. Hallachic Determination of Time of Death
2. Removal of Life Sustaining System
3. T ermina tion of Medica tion
4. Donation of Organs
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You will agree that this volume contains topics of extreme interest
and importance to contemporary Jews living in a world in which
abortions are being performed daily, and organ transplants are
commonplace. The Jewish tradition, which began at Sinai and has
continued through the millenia, is the place to look for answers to
the difficult choices facing each of us. In Rabbi Morgenstern's
lucid study, we learn how our Torah teaches us to preserve the
dignity of the individual human life.

I
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\

This entire book contains decisions of hallacha (Jewish law).
Consequently, it has the sanctity accorded to holy books. It should be kept
in a respectable place, or given to an orthodox synagogue to be disposed
of·
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Letter of Approbation from Horav Yitzchok Meir Schorr; son of Horav Gedaliah
Schorr r,"YT.

,,"c'wn :JX enly') ,"U it"31:J
ilWY.) :J,n iT",y') X:J'U 'P:J, t]',n il"n:l C,"lil :J'il "",
x"u,C,W

.".,..,c,

'i':lW "OniT' 1'XliT C,"YT ''''Y.)XX ,1'n:Jnwt.) Xc" 1',:JX, 731 '':In
nx ,':Jt.) "xY.)c, '31 'Y"lTiT C,"YT ,,,,t.)XX 'WX j ii:l:J:J ,t.)' ,'n c,:Jc, e"n
.it"nM DC,'31 c,:J:1 "n"U!):J ,~C,"liT iT':JXil
WP:Jc, ,n,',,!) 'l!)C, w"n:J C,"YT ,,,,tlXX c,YX "M ",:J:J ':J 'lX 31'"
nC,!)il C,w "O'1<il. ,,:Jc, n,C,llXil il!)W:J ':JM 'WX "'!)O c,y Mtl:JOM
,ntl:JOil nx 1n'w ,c, ,tl1< C,"YT ,",r.JX1<W, ,""'il' X'il 'r.J" 1'lY:J D1' ,c"
1"UWl"g iTWr.J
pt,,!) 1'Xlilr.J e"pr.J ilr.J:JOiT MP'W ,n.K
1C,il ,:J 'WX C"il 'Y ,ntl:JOil nx C,"lil 1'X1il 1nl xc, ,ilW31r.JC, .x"u,C,w
,c, n'U:lilW ilr.J:JOilM np'? ",:J:Jc, 'W!)X "M xc" ,tlc"yc, ?"YT ,",r.Jxx
.
.C,"YT , ",r.JXl:C
"il" :J?Y.) D'J<Y"il ",:J:1 ,'iT'W, ily,n ,'n13'ytl 'Y'!)'W '''il'
"tl)1 n,y,!) ?:J nx eWM "'l'W il:JTl MT n':JT:J' ,'''l:JnJ< n':Jc,:J D'Ol:Jl
.Y"J<ll nJ<':l? iT'Mtl:J it:JTl,

,",iT ","

the approbation from Horav Moshe Feinstein x"u'c'w, the Gaon
and hallachic authority of our generation. In fact, Horav Feinstein
did not give his approbation until the very day in which my father
C,"YT, went to his eternal rest, so that it was not possible for you to
receive the approbation which my father C,"YT, had promised you.
May it be G-d's will, that your wellsprings of knowledge
spread abroad, and that your words which come from a pure heart
should enter into the hearts of our brethren, th~hildren of
Israel. And through your efforts we should merit that-G-d should
correct the imperfections of His people and that we should soon
merit the coming of the Righteous Redeemer.
Your friend, who blessed you with best wishes,
YITZCHOK MEIR
Son of Horav Gedaliah Halevi
Schorr ?"yt

,,":J:J ,':J,:ltl "",
"J<W "?M ,'J<r.J pMY'
?"YT "r,'1 ,",n 'nm l"n,n '''1r.U<Kr,:l

n31" n"n ):)",n

To my friend, great in Torah, expert, well-versed. ;md
bountifully blessed, our teacher, Horav Moshe
l<"u'c,w, best personal regards!
Alas for' those who have passed and are no longer with us!
My master, my father, my teacher and rav ?"YT, the Eminent and
Pious, passed from life. Who can recognize this great loss to the
entire Torah world as much as you whom my father C,"YT,
respected so much 7
I know that you visited my father C,"YT, about,a month before
his passing to request an approbation for your book composed in
English clarifying the prohibition of abortion, and also your book
regarding the question of who is a Jew. My father C,"YT, told you
that he would give you his approbation after you first received

My Rebbe and mentor, Hagaon Horav Gedaliah Schorr ?"YT,
who departed this world on the seventh of Tammuz 5739,
Sunday night, July I, 1979, was first and.foremost a great human
being. D'PO'!)' O"W:J 'P:J il'iT. He had a comprehensive knowledge
of the Talmud, commentators, and codes. Because of his great
erudition, he was appointed dean of the great yeshiva Torah
Vodaath at a relatively young age. He also was a member of many
organizations formed to ensure Torah education and the survival
of Judaism all over the world.
In addition to his intellectual greatness, what Horav Schorr
C,"YT, meant to thousands of American students cannot be
transcribed on paper. It transcended the normal relationship of
Talmid to Rebbe. It was love for Torah, for the man of Torah, for
the representative of Hashem.
The passing of Horav Schorr can be compared to Elijah's
passing. The prophet Elisha cried out when Elijah ascended to
heaven on a fiery chariot c,J<'W' :1:J, ':1J< ,':JJ< - "Father,
Father, the chariot of Israel and its horses!" Not only was Elijah
the driver and captain but he provided the horsepower, and upon

,'W,g,
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his shoulders fell the reponsibility for the most detailed duty of
running Judaism in that era. So, too, our Rebbe and father, Horav
Schorr '1"YT, not only provided the leadership but tended his flock
of future leaders for Judaism with love, tenderness, and fatherly
care for every detail of their lives.
I, for one, had the zchus, merit, to know Horav Schorr since
I was in the yeshiva a~ an adolescent. I later attended his classes
for a number of years, was ordained by him, and kept constantly
in touch with him for the past twenty-five years since receiving
smicha. I can cry out, "I have been orphaned (" I have lost a great
friend who always understood my problems before I had to go
into great detail and always offered advice, encouragement, and
any help he could. .
Symptomatic of the great human bejng that Horav Schorr
was is the way he expired. Although he had been critically ill with
a heart condition for a. period of four years, as soon as he got
better, he continued his rigorous schedule of duties at the Mesivta
and then helped raise funds. In addition, during the evenings he
attended the simchos of "his boys" where he would speak. It was
at one of the simchos Sunday night that he suffered a heart attack
soon after delivering an address. Like a soldier who falls in battle,
so did our Rebbe return his soul to G-d in the line· of duty.
Though he departed this world, in the two generations that he
actively was engaged in chinuch in the yeshiva, he won the hearts
and minds of thousands of disciples like myself, who have
adopted not only his faith and philosophy of Judaism and Torah
learning but parts of his personality and temperament and goals.
We, in turn, will inspire future generations to keep high the torch
of Torah learning and observance of mitzvoths to the'end of days
- when G-d in His great mercy will resurrect our Rebbe together
with all men, and no one will ever die again. nYl'1 n'~il 37'1:n. In
this way our Rebbe lives on eternally. C'i" 'M '11<'W' ''1~ ",.
"David, King of Israel, lives on," and so, too, our great Rebbe is
alive through the thousands of his disciples who follow the word
and spirit of his life.
I met with Horav Schorr '1"YT, on Friday, May 18, 1979 at his
home and reviewed the contents of this book and the additional
volumes which will follow this one: Ethics of Disabled Jews, and
Dynamics of Halachah, Jewish Identity and Survival (five
volumes). Horav Schorr was satisfied with my writings and

agreed to send me haskomos (approbations) for all books. He
related his intentions to Horav Piekarski. However, he wished to
wait for the haskomo of Horav Feinstein before sending me his.
Horav Feinstein's haskomo arrived July 6th. Unfortunately,
Horav Schorr passed away on July 1. Let us hope that his intent
be realized that all my books be widely read and their messages
carried ou t.
t"

"
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PREFACE
Halachah is a beacon of light providing guidance for the Jew
in dealing with all social, ethical, and religious problems for all
time. As such, it is the source for the conduct of the Jew in areas
of medical ethics.
The last twenty-five years have provided accelerated
technological advances in the field of medicine. It is our duty to
show how Jewish law meets the challenge of the vast number of
ethical problems that have arisen as a result of scientific advances.
Halachic Perspective: Bio-Medical Ethics reflects how the 3400year-old G-d-given halachah posits ethical principles that govern
the life style of the Jew since the'Jewish people became a nation at
Sinai up until this day.
I have gathered in these chapters the relevant teachings of
the Talmud, Bavli and Yerushalmi, the· Tosefta, Rashi, Tosfos,
Rosh, Rif, Rabbenu Nissim or Nemukai Yosef, Rambam, Rudvaz,
Magid Mishnah and Kessef Mishnah. I have familiarized myself
with the Shulchan Aruch, Ramo, and various comentators: Smag,
Tur, Bais Yosef, Bach, Drisha, Prisha, Mogen Avroham, Taz,
Shach, Bais Shmuel, Sefer Meiras Einayim, and the responsa
written over the last 1500 years.
I have worked for eighteen years with psychiatrists,
surgeons, pediatricians, rehabilitation specialists, gynecologists,
obstetricians, pathologists, heart specialists, internists, general
practitioners, and other specialists in medicine. This experience
has provided me with sufficient case material to understand the
medical issues.
For the past twenty-five years since receiving smicha ordination - from the contemporary Torah sages Rav
Kushelewitz ?"YT , Rav Schorr r,t/YT, and Horav Feinstein .K"l',r,w,
who should have a long life, I have daily continued to learn
Talmud, Shulchan Aruch and responsa. Therefore, I am qualified
to judge such matters from a halachic prespective. I have always
consulted with Rav Feinstein .K"tJ'r,w, Rav Piekarski .K"l',r,w, and
Rav Schorr r,"YT, on all matters that I researched. The reader can,
therefore, feel confident that what I have written is accurate and
authentic.
7 Cheshvan 5739
7 November 1978

Chapter I
AMNIOTIC TESTING AND HALACHAH
f" .•

f

Nowadays it is quite common for a physician to recommend
that a pregnant woman undertake an amniotic fluid test during
the fourteenth or sixteenth week of pregnancy to ascertain if the
child will be physically normal. This test is designed to detect if
the child would possibly suffer, G-d forbid, from chromosome
deformities, be born a mongoloid, have Tay Sachs Disease, or be
afflicted with spinal maladies or other neurological, crippling
disease.
The problem of whether it is permitted for a Jewish woman
to undergo such a test can be analyzed from a factual point of
view and from a moral-halachic standpoint as well. When we
purport to de.al with hard facts, we must ask, how valid and
reliable are the tests?
Any individual with some knowledge of the history of
science and medical development knows that the pace of
development and change is so rapid, that what is considered
"medical truth" today is relegated to disproven theory the next
day. Thus, the symptoms that indicate a chromosome problem
may very well turn out to be some totally harmless phenomenon.
Scientific knowledge about cell development is still in its infancy
- Man has not yet conquered cancer; therefore many mysteries
remain unknown to man about the cells extracted from the fluid
used in the testing. I t is therefore conceivable that even assuming
the accuracy of the testing completed in the laboratory, there still
are definite reservations as to the validity of the interpretation of
the results.
I have spoken to dozens of pathologists who concede that
errors in interpretations of biopsies occur. These specimens are
taken directly from the suspected area. In the case of embryo
testing, the clinical possibility of error appears to be much greater.
Let us assume that no errors were made in testing. Is it
halachically permitted to abort a baby for the possibility of

-...,
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chromosome problems or if the mother contracted German
measles (rubella) and suspects that the child will be born with
severe physical or mental abnormalities? Rabbi Dr. Immanuel
Jakobovitz, writing in Jewish Law Faces Modern Problems,!
reviews the halachic writing that forbid abortions under the above
circumstances. He also writes in Jewish Medical Ethics 2 that
leading physicians in Great Britain opposed Tay Sachs testing on
the ground of generating neurosis among the population. In
Medical Ethics 3 Dr. Moses Tendler reviews the halachic position
regarding abortions, contraceptives, and amniotic testing. He
supports the halachic position forbidding abortions even in the
face of abnormalities of the embryo.
In my two chapters, liThe Unborn Child" (Chap. VI), and
"Conflict of Lives" (Chap. VII), I discuss at length the halachic
(Jewish law) point of view. Here I only summari~e what the
Maharshal recorded in the Yam Shel Shlomo. 4 "One is prohibited
from inflicting physical damage on one's person or from shaming
oneself or even destroying one's money. One is 'not permitted to
kill oneself or one's children even if he is afraid that they will be
forced to convert to another religion./I
The Yam Shel Shlomo explains, "Even if one's children do
convert, they can always return to the fold of Judaism. Even if
they do not, then perhaps their offspring will. Since they 'were
forced to convert, they are in the category of anusim, "forced,"
and are free from Heavenly rebuke." I t is therefore strictly
forbidden to take matters into one's own hands and commit
suicide or murder in order to escape possible problems in the
future.
Wh~ Rav Chananya ben Tradyon was being burned at the
stake by ~e Romans, he refused to open his mouth and let the
flames enter in order to hasten his death and lessen his suffering.
"Let me die at the hands of others; let the One who gave my soul
take it, but not at my own hands."s
In I Kings 22:32-33, Yehoshaphat, King of Judah, was
battling the Syrians. He was attacked by soldiers who thought he
was the King of Israel. But, at the last moment, they realized that
he was not the king they sought to slay, and stopped pursuing
him.
Of such incidents the Talmud relates:

D'tln,n 1':3 ,tlY17 17ltl' ?l< D'1< ?W

"l<,Y

?17 nnl'tl n,n :J,n

'Ell<

~

.

Even if a sharp sword is. suspended above one's head, one should
not despair of the hope for divine mercy.6
We can summarize:
1. The testing process for abmormalities in the embryo is not
100% accurate.
2. It is conceivable that at some future date scientists may
find that the phenomena that led them to suspect some basic
abnormalcy may very well indicate some other condition that is
not abnormal at all.
3. Even assuming that nos. 1 and 2 are not so, it has been
shown by the responsa summarized in Chapters VI and VII (liThe
Unborn Child," and "Conflict of Lives") and opinions of Rabbi
Jakobovitz and Dr. Tendler that it is forbidden to abort the
embryo.
4. It is forbidden to commit murder or suicide or hasten the
death of any individual or abort an unborn child in order to avoid
possible future problems.
Assuming that the abortion is nevertheless pursued, what is
the relationship of the spouses follOWing the abortion? Would
this couple be willing to consider having more children? Would
they risk another supposedly abnormal pregnancy?
If fears of abnormal births are to be taken into account, one
should also consider the possibility weighing in the opposite
direction, i.e. the fear of aborting a normal, healthy child. There is
al~o the possibility that an artificial interruption of the pregnancy
mIght permanently impair the mother's fertility and health, as
held by Professor Asherman of Tel Aviv.?
An abortion can be more dangerous than birth, since the
woman must be pregnant close to fourteen to sixteen weeks
before the test can be performed. I t takes two weeks to get the
results. Even if the woman physically recpvers, psychological
scars of an interrupted pregnancy cannot be erased easily.
Women having a number of healthy children can
nevertheless give birth to a deformed child. Possibly if these
women took the test before giving birth to the normal children,
the children's cells may have shown some abnormalcy. However,
the abnormalcy was not dominant, and the children remained
normal. Obviously, the embryo that exhibits some abnormalcy in
testing derived this abnormalcy from its mother or father.
Nevertheless, both spouses are normal. Why? Because the
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dominant chromosomes are normal. How, then, can we be 100 per
cent certain that the test performed on the fluid from the embryo
did, in effect, reflect the dominant features?8 Even if it did, it has
already been shown that halachically it is tantamount to murder
to abort according to some authorities. 9 Other authorities consider
it as partial murder while others consider it a violation of the
cardinal principles of J udaism. 1o Only when the mother's life is in
danger or the mother can definitely become insane and be in
danger of committing suicide or murder can abortions be
permitted. 11
Even an animal killed for a purpose other than the
consumption of its meat had a day in court. It had to be proven
that this animal had killed another animal, and its presence was a
menace to society. 12
Certainly the fetus is not worse than an animal! Is the world
too small for another soul? Since when is it better to be dead than
crippled? Should all the blind, crippled, defor~ed, retarded
children and adults also be terminated? True, the embryo is not
given the legal status of a human being, and the one who kills the
embryo is not given capital punishment. However, the stigma of
taking a potential human life remains. -The psychological scar
remains forever on the person authorizing this act.
As Jews who have suffered for the past 4000 years and have
not recovered from the Holocaust trauma, it is an abomination of
the greatest dimension to practice" selection and right to live" as
did the Nazis. It is the greatest blow to a free society when its
citizens agree that only the" physically strong" have the right to
live or even to be born.
Can Jews who have suffered and endured a Holocaust by the
Nazis an~ continue in every'generation to be the victims of bigots
for the ~ sin of being born Jews, suffer upon their own flesh
and blood - the embryo - the same persecution? Is it the
embryo'S fault that it contains the chromosomes of its father and
mother? Is not an abortion the negation and non-acceptance of
one's self for good or what does not appear as good?
Is it the fault of the embryo that he or she was created
different? Who is to judge what is normal? Is it normal for a
physically healthy individual to behave as an animal?
During the time of the prophets, even a prophecy
forecasting disaster and tragedy could be reversed by the mercy of
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G-d. Nowadays, no one is given the power to forecast the future.
How, then, can a Jew or a Jewess place his faith on what is at most
an educated guess on the pa~t of a physician that the resultant
baby will be born with deformities? Can he decide a matter of life
or de~t~ to the embryo on the basis of such guessing? Would he
be ~~lhng to lend a str~nger $10,000 on evidence of no greater
vahdity than that submitted' by such physicians?
In the past eighteen years I have spoken to se~eral hundred
psychi~trists. They have informed me that there is not one person
In the world who does not have some form of neurosis some time
durin~ h~s or her lifetime. There are divided opinions among
psy~hia tnst~ of t~e effect of the environment on psychosis and
schizophrenia: It IS ~ k~ow~ fac! that not all individuals suffering
from psychOSIS are !nstItutIonahzed even in our culture. In many
c~ltures they functIon and are part of society. Now if scientists
discover some symptoms in the cells of the embryo that could be
characteristic of neurosis, psychosis, or schizophrenia would it
then also be advisable to terminate such pregnancies? If such a
course were followed, there would be no need for an atomic war
to put an end to the world. Hitler's genocide of the Jews would be
but .chil~'s play compared to the terror and nightmare that genetic
englneenng would cause if carried to its logical conclusion.
~hy, then, are we prepared to apply Hitler's standard of
selectIon to unborn human beings? Are our own flesh and blood
"things" to be selected just as groceries in the supermarket? Have
we lost our Humanity? The Greeks 'used to expose infants to the
elements of nature. If they survived, fine. That meant that they
would be strong. Otherwise, they were useless and were better
dead than alive. The wounded were killed in certain societies
becaus~ they were ~seless. ~ertain people in, the distant past had a
reputatIon for putting theIr aged out into the cold to starve and
freeze to death. Such are the cultures of death. Such societies have
long ago perished. The Jew, who is merciful, survives.
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Three epithets has this people [Israel]: the Merciful Ones, the
Ones Who are Embarrassed to do Evil, and the Ones Who
Pradice Kindness to One Another. 13
It follows from the preceding discussion that it is not
advisable not is it permitted according to halachah to take a test of
amniotic fluid. If there have been cases of ahnormrt1 hirthc: in tho
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immediate family, the guidance of a Rosh Yeshiva - Dean of a
Yeshiva - should be solicited for a halachic ruling. Otherwise,
why look for trouble where none exists? Why try to become
prophets or magicians and anticipate imagined problems? Can the
doctor forecast what is going to occur in the future? If we are
deserving according to G-d and spared from anguish, no agency
in the world can give us trouble. On the other hand, if G-d in His
ultimate wisdom deems it necessary to cleanse us or try us, there
is no lack of messengers and agents that will fulfill G-d's desires. 14
Above all, the Jew functions beyond the laws of history and
what is considered normal by the secular world. The Jewish
people would have long ago become extinct if they functioned
according to the laws of the nations of the world. The Jew, having
a portion of the eternal" soul of Israel," transcends even the laws
of time and space when he so merits. His spiritual personality that
develops from the performance of mitzvos is linked with his
portion of the "soul of Israel" and achieves eternity. Thus, he
transcends time and space.
It is, therefore, a leap of faith that the Jew must make in this
instance. If his life is governed completely by the Torah, he
cannot make up his mind in each case as he sees fit. Rather, he
must keep all mitzvos. Therefore, he cannot commit murder or
suicide to try to avoid unpleasant things in life. Indeed, the Torah
gives us a choice between life and death. Life is assured by
following its commandments. Let us pray that all men select life.
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Chapter II
LEGAL PROBlEMS OF PHYSICIANS THAT
INFLUENCE THEIR ADVICE
Whoever goes to a physician expects the doctor to give him
advice that is based 100 pet; cent upon his best interest, not the
interest of the doctor. Patients implicitly believe in their doctors
with greatEr faith than a religious zealot. If a doctor advises a
patient to place his life in danger by submitting to surgery, the
patient if he is told there is no alternative, will skirt with death.
Doctors thus wield tremendous influence upon the minds of their
patients.
When the same physician advises a woman to abort her
unborn child stating that the parents may have to contend with a
child having some abnormalcy, the woman will follow her
physician's advice. Given the blind faith and trust that patients
and their families place on science and medicine, we may conclude
that science has assumed the role of a substitute religion. The
overwhelming majority of people will unquestionably welcome
having the new high priest of the new religion, the physician,
make the decision for a woman to undergo an abortion. Little do
they suspect that far from giving a scientifically honest appraisal
and the best advice, many physicians are motivated by reasons
that are definitely not principally in the welfare of the patient
under their' care.
The New York Times, in its issue of Thursday, December
28, 1978, featured a front-page article entitled, "Doctors Held
Liable in Abnormal Birth." On page B6L, Mr. Walter F.
Wortman, attorney for the physician found liable, stated "That as
a practical matter, a lot of doctors will interpret the decision as
almost requiring amniocentesis, which involves withdrawing
fluid from the amniotic sac. The result is that a medical decision
will now be made on legal grounds, not medical grounds," he
said.
"And with amniocentesis in particular," he continued,

.;1
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"there is another problem: The procedure has some risks,
including slightly more chance of miscarriage. It is possible that
women who have the test and suffer complications, will sue their
doctor for malpractice."
Thus, it is imperative for everyone to know that when
doctors advise a woman to take an amniocentesis test, they are not
recommending it because it is for the patient's benefit, but
because they themselves want to be positive that there is no
chance of being sued. With such an overriding motiVation, can
one place much trust on them or rely on the physicians
administering the tests when they advise an abortion?
Doctors do not perform amniotic testing routinely, but only
on women who fall into certain categories involving greater risk.
Overall, the possibility that a woman will give birth to a baby
with a defect is a low percentage. But for certain categories, the
percentage is higher; for example, women over 35. The physician
would advise testing for a woman in this group. Although the risk
is greater in this cate.gory, the doctor cannot predict with any
certainty if any individual woman in this group will give birth to
an abnormal child, only that the group as a whole runs a greater
risk mathematically.
Although a doctor must protect himself from a legal
standpoint by informing the patient that such a test is available,
he is not obligated to pressure the patient to take the test. By so
doing, he is restricting the patient's right to refuse the test, if she
and her husband so desire.
The primary interest of the gynecologist-obstetrician and
especially the staff of the hospital administering the
amniocentesis tests is to protect themselves from future lawsuits.
Whatever dedication and honesty they individually posses's is
subordinated to the overriding fear that they would lose their jobs
or means of financial support if they were sued by patients giving
birth to children less than perfect. In the case reported by The
New York Times a woman suing gave birth to a child having
Down's Syndrome, a mongoloid child, that in extreme cases must
be institutionalized at a cost of $35,000 a year for care.
. I have spoken to obstetricians who have established a
reputation in our community of dedication and honesty, and they
are scared. They insist that their patients be tested. Only in rare
circumstances will they agree to waive these tests, and then only
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after receiving written assurances from the pregnant woman as
well as her husband that 1) they are aware of possible risks of
abnormalities that could be revealed by amniocentesis testing, 2)
that they waive having such information and the opportunity of
having an abortion, and 3) that they will under no circumstances
sue the doctor.
In the chapte~ 'entitled" Amniotic Testing and Halachah" I
question the reliability of such tests and show that such testing is
contrary to halachah. I base my findings on information given to
my by physicians over the past eighteen years. I also have a
chapter entitled liThe Social and Psychological Effects of
Amniotic Testing" wherein I show the traumatic impact on the
woman undergoing such testing. I also discuss the shattering and
psychologically devastating experience of a woman who finds an
imperfection with her baby and foolishly lets her doctor convince
her to undergo an abortion. The effects are especially acute since
such a baby was a wanted child, not an accident. I have spoken to
psychiatrists, and they have enlightened me as to the longlasting
traumatic effects and psychological damage resulting from such
abortions.
It must be remembered that the obstetricians performing
such abortions, which by necessity cannot take pla~e before the
fifth month of pregnancy when the amniocentesis is performed,
charge almost as much for the abortion as they would for a
normal delivery. Thus, financially they are in no worse a position
by advising an abortion than they would have been had the
woman delivered at nine months. Furthermore, the hospitals
charge almost the same for a fifth month delivery - tlie abortion
- as they do for a ninth month delivery. Thus, they are ahead
financially' without the headache of future suits which they fear
would result if their staff honestly advised the parents to accept
the child with his or her imperfections and give the baby a chance
to live.
If there are problems, which human does not have problems?
All prQgress and scientific advances were motivated by the
existence of problems, the solution of Which provided relief from
suffering and overcame the challenges posed. However, the
hospitals performing amniocentesis, who are the prime targets of
such lawsuits, are not willing to take any chances. The hospitals
are in greater jeopardy of being sued than the referring
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obstetrician, who has fulfilled his legal duty once he advises the
pregnant patient to take the test. For good measure he will
recommend an abortion at the slightest imperfection out of fear of
being sued. The hospital staff performing the test will certainly
feel more secure (that they will not be sued) if the woman carrying
the embryo with possible problems aborts. Thus, their problems
are aborted. Therefore, any advice given by the ph~cians and
the hospital staff to abort should be viewed in the proper
perspective and never blindly accepted. If a physician or hospital
gives advice omitting essential information that would help
parents reach an intelligent decision, the doctor or the hospital
should be sued. Likewise, if the medical advisors fail to prepare
the parents as to the consequences of an abortion, they should be
sued. It is wise to consult a rosh yeshiva, head of an Orthodox
rabbinical seminary, who possesses the wisdom of halachah, who
is observant and practices what he learns, to help appraise the
necessity of the amnio.centesis from the halachic prespective and
to determine if an abortion is halachically permitted under the
circumstances. Each case must be individually judged on its
merits, taking into consideration all factors - medical, social,
economic, psychological, etc. - and their interrelationship with
one another;
Let us pray that the physicians - men of good will- remain
true to the oath they undertook and remember that there is a G-d
who takes an accounting of every action, no matter how well
concealed, rewarding and punishing each one according to his
merits in this world and the next.
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Chapter III
SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF AMNIOTIC TESTINGl
Now that we have understood the physical difficulties and
moral questions involved in amniocentesis and subsequent
abortions, let us turn to the critically important effects of such a
decision on the potential parents. As mentioned, the tests are
administered between the fourteenth and sixteenth week of
pregnancy. It takes two weeks for the laboratory or laboratories' to
return the results and the doctors and genetic specialist~ to meet
with the patient to inform her and her husband of the results.
The results can show what is currently considered and
interpreted to be abnormalities of the chromosomes, i.e. the child
is afflicted with Tay Sachs or Down's Syndrome or a disease such
as German measles or any other malady. If such be the case,
theoretically the parents then have until the twentieth week of
pregnancy to make an intelligent decision to continue with the
pregnancy or to termina te it.
However, what is rarely considered are the subjective reality
and the consequences of undergoing such an experience. The
mother and father are not computers which are fed the relevant
medical,. psychia tric, sociological, financial, economic, moral,
ethical, halachic (religious law) data and which objectively collate
and analyze it in accordance with a programmed system and reach
an intelligent decision.
.
People are not computers, and computers do not have the
decision elements' of humans-free will and a soul given by Gd-nor do they possess feelings. When human beings with feeling
and emotion are confronted with a decision of life and death for
one's own fruit, the embryo, the problem is capable of unsettling
the average mother or father. Women, in general more emotional
than men, can become unstable or even suicidal when confronted
with such a decision. Past frustrations, anxieties, and neuroses
can be triggered by such a problem. An individual in such shock

is in no position to make a rational decision. Even a person who is
not religiously committed nevertheless is faced with a momentous
problem as a result of such a test.
Such individuals can then easily be influenced by subjective
attitudes, prejudices, and superstitions of physicians, social
workers, nurses, and other patients. Rather than reach an
intelligent decision based on so-called" scientific datal1f"nd facts,"
the mother, and possibly the father, makes a decision 6f life and
death for the embryo based on the bias of the physicians and their
non:'medical staff. Thus, in effect, the fetus is tried and
condemned by the mob.
Physicians are known to state, "Under the circumstances, we
recommend the termination of pregnancy." Immediately, they
add, "We don't want to express an 'opinion; you are free to make
up your own mind." However, the average woman implicitly
trusts the opinion of her obstetrician. Otherwise, she would not
entrust her welfare and life to him. Every birth carries risk to the
life of the woman. It is the natural risk of motherhood, but it is a
risk nevertheless. When a woman chooses a gynecologist and
obstetrician, she has faith in him and trusts him to do what is
medically sound. When such a man states that he and his partners
were saddened by the results of the laboratory tests but see no
alternative other than terminating the pregnancy, he is without
question deciding for the woman. The result is the same if he
states that if his wife were confronted with such a situation, or if
he were a woman deciding this question, he would abort the fetus.
The woman has had her mind made up by such a physician the
instant she leaves his office. She no longer is a free agent. This
decision is further reinforced by similar prejudices on the part of
his nurses, who personally inject their neuroses and fears into the
helpless expectant mother.
Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the physician was
very scrupulous and did not reveal his own prejudices and
attitudes and ensured that his staff did likewise, is it mentally
possible for every woman to make such a grave decision
involving life and death of the embryo in such a relatively short
time? The test cannot be administered berore the fourteenth to
sixteenth week of pregnancy. It takes hvt' weeks until the
laboratory results arrive and the conference witn the expectant
mother and father occurs. By this time the woman has carried for
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sixteen to eighteen weeks. She cannot legally have an abortion
beyond the twentieth week. Thus, in two weeks (eighteenth to
twentieth week) she must make the agonizing choice under the
most trying circumstances.
For a profess~onal counselor a decision of that magnitude
would require at lea'St three years of graduate school and many
years of experience. Only after having an exhaustive knowledge
of the various areas that enter into the decision-making process
can one first attempt such a difficult choice. None of these
conditions exist with regard to any of the expectant mothers. It is,
therefore, impossible for any to make an intelligent and
responsible decision.
If any professional accountant, attorney, physician, or
engineer, would pass judgment on a mundane matter having the
knowledge, experience, and emotional state of anxiety that
expectant mothers have, such a professional would lose his
license. He surely would be guilty of unethical and fraudulent
conduct. When an expectant mother is put into such a quandary,
all who have had a hand in bringing her to such a sta te have a
very grave responsibility.
Any woman experiencing such mental anxiety being told
that her future baby can possibly develop any future maladies
would abort. Thus, if she is told that her future baby had a three
to five per cent chance of being retarded or a five to ten per cent
chance of developing breast tumors or a ninety-five per cent
chance of having neurosis, she would most likely desire to avoid
the future problem by aborting the baby.
.
The tragic irony is that every human runs the same risk.
However, to the emotionally strained mind of this woman who
took the amniotic test, such statistics are magnified totally out of
proportion. Likewise, any other statistics that indicate a slightly
higher risk of being susceptible to physical ailments will
definitely throw the future mother off balance in her judgment.
The tests do not claim to be infallible. The counselors
indicate that even though the results show a normal future baby,
the baby may, nevertheless, turn out to have some critical
constitutional or genetic deficiencies. Why, then, is it not possible
that the tests which show some future genetic abnormalities can
be dead wrong? If those performing the tests were so sure of their
results, why is it necessary to perform an autopsy on the fetus

after the woman consents to an abortion?
Obviously, the test results are at best an educated guess in \
accordance with our present scientific knowledge. Tomorrow our \
knowledge, and therefore our interpretation of the results, can
change. What scientists interpret today as probab~ abnormal
genetic development, can tomorrow be conside~~d normal. Or else
tomorrow a cure will be found for such a condItIon. Such was the
case with pregnant women developing German measles-the
rubella babies. However, once an embryo is aborted, the fetus has
been denied a chance to benefit from any fu ture medical
knowledge. If the doctors were wrong, a healthy potential human
life was wasted. If the doctors were right, and the fetus becomes a
human being with constitutional problems, the possibility always
exists of some cure or therapy helping him or her. Even if a cure
does not materialize in this individual's lifetime, our hands have
not been a p"'arty to any injustice.
.
Contemporary society has lost its se~se ~f values: SocIety
does not distinguish between humans and InanImate objects. We
have a culture that places a value only upon the utilitarian
productivity of machines. We select our groceries, clothes, cars,
homes schools. So too have we learned to accept our spouses only
under' favorable conditions. Rather than working with our
spouses and patiently trying to solve the problems that dev~lop in
a marriage, we choose the easy way out and change partners. No
matter how much suffering results to our former spouses and
children, one's own concept of "happiness" is given dominance.
Approximately half of. all marriages end in divorce.
There are millions of abortions yearly. Unwanted
pregnancies are terminated. When. a wanted pre~nancy is.
suspected of having an abnorm~lcy wIth t~e e~bryo, I! does not
take a great step to decide likeWise to termInate It. ObVIously, no
great effort is made to act responsibly in advising the expectant
mother since even human lives do not carry too great a value.
The same physician who irresponsibly adv.ises an abortion
will similarly jeopardize the life of the woman by entrus~ing her t~
the care of inexperienced residents at the moment?f delIvery, as IS
common practice in certain hospitals. Only In the case. of
complications will the obstetrician with whom the patient
contracted be called and appear at the delivery.2
.
I t is obvious tha t there is no place for any G-d or PrOVIdence
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in this cruel reality and utilitarian society. A world without G-d
must by necessity lead to death-abortions and suicide. And
abortions are a form of suicide-the murder of an unaccepted
aspect of oneself. Let us hope that individuals choose to live, for
life, any life, even the life of a cripple, is beautiful and
worthwhile.
.
Under no circumstances can man be condemned for
choosing life. But such a philosophy accepts a living and loving
G-d. Hillel, the Talmudic sage living in the first or second century
of the Common Era, sU!1.~ ..arized the entire Torah, "00 not do
unto others what you would not do to yourself." This was the
negative of, "Love thy neighbor as thyself." But both adages
assume that people are normal and accept G-d and His
Providence. It is assumed that man loves life for its own intrinsic
sake. What happens to the man or wom'an who is suicidal? Such a
person can then commit murder! No alternative exists other than
a return to basics-the acceptance of the living, loving G-d who is
actively involved in the affairs of man. Man may escape the rules
and legalities of other men, but he must make an accounting to Gd. He or she will be rewarded accordingly.
Today's society has a distorted value system in another
sense. We are outraged and sensitive to baby seals being killed to
acquire their skins. Yet we are unmoved at hundreds of
thousands or millions of abortions. We are in this respect what
once used to be considered a shoteh, or imbecile. We destroy our
most valuable possessions-our future children. Such a decision
can never be justified by saying th:-t we are saving the future
baby and ourselves problems. This is no exhibition of loyalty but
stupidity. This is not love but hate. Such individuals do not have
the compassion of future mothers. Such is an escape from
life-suicide. Living means facing problems. Only the dead are
free from problems.
Furthermore, the tests cannot reveal the spiritual heights
such a genetically abnormal child can reach. Who says such a
child cannot become another Moses, Maimonides, Rashi, Vilner
Gaon, Chofetz Chaim, or Orach Hashulchan and bring spiritual
solace, warmth, Talmudic and Rabbinic knowledge to a world
tha t is spiritually starving? Who says such a man or woman
cannot develop a cure for cancer or any other crippling physical
or mental disease? Who says that such a person will not inspire

others to achieve a spiritual or medical breakthrough?
.
Jews do not believe that by the death of anyone, others live.
The Jews' creed is that by the life of every creature formed by G-d
is the universe sustained. For the most lowly human creature-the
most retarded-can achieve divine communication or prophecy.
He can certainly be healed and made well by G-d a~appened at
the time that the Jews were liberated from the bondages of slavery
at the Exodus from Egypt 3400 years ago.
. Tanya De-Bay Eliyah states: 3 "For I swear by the heavens
and earth that prophecy can be achieved by the most 10"': and
retarded humans as well as the most intelligent." This apphes to
mental, material, or physical station of life.
.
It is not man who gives life but G-d. Let man not tread In an
area that belongs to G-d. Man has been given permission to heal,
not to destroy. He should detect error only if he can heal s~ch
maladies. But never .should he improve upon G-d by burYlng
what he cannot mend.

Notes to Chapter III
1. The foilowing essay is based on factual and case information submitted to me by

physicians.
.
d
2. These obstetricians, who promise to be present at the dehvery but sen .an
inexperienced resident in their stead, endeavor to legally protect themselves by h~vn~g
patients sign a waiver that gives the obstetrician the. right t~ substitute .another doctor m hiS
place. No woman should agree to sign.any paper wltho~t fust consultmg her attorney. She
should inquire from the physician dUring her checkups If there are any papers he wants her
to sign since she would like to have her attorney see them.
.
Even if the obstetrician arrives to remove the placenta or otherWise conclude ~e
delivery procedure, and regardless of his excuses for not arriving sooner, the fact remams
that the woman in childbirth was unnecessarily jeopardized and left at the mercy of
inexperienced hospital residents who would have had to handle possible emergencies at the
time of delivery.
. .
1
In order to avoid such an experience, a woman should not use an obstetnclan un ess
other women have had favorable experiences with him and he e~joys. a fa~orable
reputation among doctors. Inquiry about him as well as ~ frank dl~CUSSIO~ With. the
physician as to what is expected from him-to be present dUring the dehvery-ls requlf~.
Any physician who fails to carry out his promise s~uld ~e sued and. reported to the EthiCS
Department of the medical society and the State Llcensmg Bureau. The facts about any
doctor who behaves this way should be publicized. Otherwise, he may repeat hiS
delinquency and possibly endanger the life of one of his patients.
3. Eliyah Rabbah, Part I, 9: 1.
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Chapter IV
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HALACHIC ADJUSTMENT
OF A WOMAN HAVING ABORTIONS
The prophet Hosea (14:2) says: 1'i'?1< 'il 'Y ?1<,tlI' iT:l 1tlI.
Return, 0 Israel, to the L-rd, your G-d, n1?D? iT:l,' ':J. (Is. 55:7),
For G-d has grea t mercy and will forgive.
~n the foregoing chapters I have written regarding the evil of
abo~ho~s. and ~escribed the importance attached by the Torah to
the Indl~ldual Irrespective of her or his sex, color, race, religion,
or physIcal deformities. If a woman who underwent an abortion
read .this material and accepted what I wrote, she would
expenence an ~ncontrollable guilt feeling. What is she to do? Isn't
she forced to Justify her behavior, or is there a way to reconcile
herself to her past?
The answer to this very complex problem is recognized by
the Talmud: l',r.ny CJ'I< C"1t.ll c'i",Y }"t.l1Y iT:l1tl1n '?Y:ltll C1pt.l
[In] the pla~e in which those who have repented stand, [therej
absol~te saInts cannot stand. 1 Personal sacrifice of such
magnItude and such great sincerity is required from the penitent
that few saints ever achieve such a state of true repentence.
True repentence consists of: 1) iT,:JiT, 2) ,:lYiT 'Y iiu,n1, 3)

,'nYiT 7Y n7:li'1

I! Recognition of the proble~, 2) being sorry for the past
and 3) resolution for the future not to repeat such
behavIor.

behav~or,

After recognizing behavior that he would like to change a
person. must explore the mental or psychological obstacles that
deter hIm. fr~m carrying forward the desire to return to the fold of
Torah thInkIng. Once these insights are obtained, a person can
work to change his behavior.
At th~ outset I wish to emphasize that a woman who has
taken the tIme to read what I have written and has read thus far
deserve~ to be commended. The very fact that she had the interest
and deSIre to spend her valuable time reading the Torah view
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regarding disabied Jews and abortions is indicative that she has
already come to a certain degree of peace within herself. It
indicates that she is not afraid to read what is blatantly unpleasant
and contrary to stereotypical thinking. Such a person is open to
new ideas since she is honest with herself. Being honest, she will
understand and accept what G-d wants from her.
G-d does not want her to live in the pastf1).aunted by
memories and anguish of events that are no longer in"her control.
G-d wants her to live in the present and future that are in her
harids and to mold herself in the image of G-d.
If this woman has not in the past observed the Sabbath and
holidays properly, she should go to an Orthodox rabbi and
discover how a Jewish woman is to celebrate them. The Eglei Tall
indicates that study of Torah and observance of the Sabbath and
Yom Tov is a form of repentence for the sin of destruction of
semen, which in essence is what abortion is all about. Until the
child is born, according to responsa,3 the child is a development of.
fertilized semen. Although as shown in Chapter VI regarding the
unborn child, .it has been given the status of "doubtful human"
and "part human," nevertheless, with all titles conferred upon it,
it still r~mains sophisticated semen with a heartbeat. In
parenthesis I may add that even a born human is a more
developed stage of sophisticated fertilized semen with a
heartbeat. 4 This statement is not meant to be sarcastic but rather
to place in proper perspective the problem of abortion. It is G-d's
will and desire expressed in the Torah that developed
sophisticated semen after it is born is given the status of a human
being, while before it is born, it remains only sophisticated
semen-a potential human, a doubtful human, or a I?artial human.
Whether an abortion was justified or not, whether the
physician or either or both of the spouses was responsible is not
the issue. There is no way of bringing back the aborted fetus,
except that when all the deceased will be resurrected, the embryo
will also arise to complete its development and never die again.
Meanwhile, the embryo is in heaven continuing in the
pursuit of the study of Torah that the angel had· taught it while it
was in his or her mother's womb. s The embryo is in the company
of our forefathers and all the saints of the Jewish people. If the
mother wishes to improve its position, she should firstly give the
embryo a Hebrew name, a male's name to a boy and a female's
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name to a girl.
h I t : wise to give the child a Hebrew name that can easily be

~hange'f from male to female or vice versa if the sex is unknown.

~s'. I an error was made as to its gender, the addition or

Chapter V

omlssl~n. of some letters will rectify the situation. The same in
m~ ~plnlO~, should. ~e ~one in the case of a live birth when 'the

child s genitals are ambiguous, such as a tumtom. 6
b The~ the mother should resolve to properly celebrate and
~ serve t e Sabb~!h and holidays. Whatever else she observes
Improves the pOSItion that her child's soul will have in heaven.
~~~d:t~~~ls~ o;ser~e th~ dietary laws of kashrut, the laws of
h ld - I vIa
escnbed In Chapter V, and study Torah. She
s ou consu t an Orthodox rabbi for details.
frien~;~os~~uld endeav?r to have more. children, persuade her
.
ve more. children, and under no circumstances ever
~g;ln J-ar e an abortI~n ,unless specifically permitted by Torah
. n yarosh yesh,va, head of an Orthodox yeshiva is
~ompet~ntdand qualified to rule when an abortion or birth con~rol
IS perml tte .
.
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FAITH AND THE ROLE OF THE JEWISH ~OMAN
AND MOTHER: TAHARAS HAMISHPOCHO

x'

. Women have always, since the dawn of history, been. the
most important element of society. There were no women
liberation movements within Judaism because women were
liberated by the observance of Torah from the day woman was
created.
G-d created man in His image. What or who G-d is,
transcends mortal man. For if man knew what G-d is, he or she
would have to be G.;d. What we do know about G-d is the result
of Divine Revelation at Sinai before millions of Jews and nonJews 3400 years ago. Recorded in manuscripts,l we have it today
in the form of the Written and Oral Law. The Written Law is
comprise4 of the five books written by Moses at G-d's instruction
and the "Nach" recorded by the other prophets through Divine
instruction and inspiration. The Oral Law is made up of the
Talmud and the Shulchan Aruch, a summary of Talmudic law
(halachah), and the post-Talmudic scholarship which endeavors
to clarify points of law, a process that has continued from the
giving of the Torah to the present time.
G-d manifests Himself to man by man's perception of certain
qualities of G-d, such as justice, law, and order. G-d is the First
Cause. He is the Author of the laws of science by which the
universe that He created exists, and through His eternal and
everlasting providence, it continues to function. Certain of His
creations and worlds cease to exist while others are continuously
created. This function of creation is the feminine manifestation of
G-d.
There is another function of G-d that manifests itself
through Divine Providence. G-d preserves his creatures who
follow His laws. They continue to survive in spite of all logic. The
weakest among His children outlive the powerful. Non-Jews who
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observe the Seven Noahide Principles 2 as well as the Jewish
people have been living since Adam and will survive to the end of
time. This manifestation of G-d transcending the logical order of
science and history, is known as the masculine manifestation of
G-d.
These two manifestations are evident in both the Creation
and the Revelation ,of the Torah through which G-d gave us
knowledge about Himself. An understanding of the truth about
G-d and His Torah, historically verified at Sinai, is the most
important basic belief for a woman to accept before she can
cont~mplate generating new life. With this understanding she can
then resolve what she is, who she is, where she came from, what
her roots are, and where she is headed.
The Jewish man and woman has his or her roots in G-d
Himself. Each has a portion of the "Soul of Israel" that was
created in the image of G-d. The non-Jewish man and womah
who observe the Seven Noahide Principles have their roots in G-d
Himself. Each has a portion of the "Soul of Abraham" which is
also in the image of G-d Himself. Both souls were created by G-d
before He created the universe.
Therefore, since the source of every Jewish ·soul is Divine,
the fulfillment of each soul is communion with G-d. How then
can the Jewish woman reach this goal? She must strive to observe
G-d's will as expressed in the Torah and the Halachos (as
summarized in the Shulehan A rueh).
Thus, the Jewish woman who has the foundation of faith
does, in fact, know who she is-the most important person in the
world. She is not only the queen, but had she been the only
person in the world, it would have been fitting for G-d~ to have
gone to the trouble of creating the entire universe just to serve
•
her. 3
However, in order to be able to deserve this high position,
she must in fact fulfill her destiny. She must permit her body to
represent in concrete form the manifestation of G-d's Torah laws.
She must have studied, understood, and undertaken to observe
minutely all the laws concerning Niddah-Mikvah. She is sacred
because she lives a life of holiness together with her husband. In
the performance of the marital act, timing is Divinely ordained.
Neither partner becomes bored. When the participants are
committed to G-d's laws in general and the laws of Niddah and
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Mikvah in particular, love is as eternal as G-d Himself. Love is
eternal because a woman's insights about herself become eternal.
Woman ceases to be entirely mortal; she has joined herself to the
eternal chariot of G-d. Certainly, not all of herself will never die.
Bu t a certain portion of herself is eternal-her spiritual
personality. Her soul, a portion of the "soul of Israel" created
before the universe and time, remains eternal. Those moments
during which she performed and experienced the positive and
negative commandments enhance her spiritual persdtSality. This
spiritual personality, combined with the portion of the eternal
"Soul of Israel" given at birth, becomes eternal. Thus, by the act
of r~fraining from any physical contact with her husband during
the period of her niddah (menstruation and seven days after all
bleeding ceases or a minimum of twelve days from the start of
bleeding) and then immersing herself in a kosher mikvah, built
and functioning according to Torah law, the woman has become
an accepted partner to G-d in creation. She, her husband, and G-d
are the three partners in generating life. Such a woman loves to
live. Such a woman' is never bored with her husband. Such a
woman need not fear that her husband, if he is equally
committed, will leave her for a more beautiful woman. For there is
no greater beauty in all creation than that which radiates from her
spiritual personality. "For charm is false and physical attraction is
meaningless; for a woman who fears G-d is to be praised and
envied."4
Such a woman does not for a moment ever, under the most
trying circumstances, contemplate cutting short her life or the life
of her unborn child to escape problems, even mountains of
problems. For her life and her body do not belong to her. They
belong to G-d. s She did not create herself. G-d did. She alone did
not create her unborn child; there were two other partners. No
sane person would under any cirumstances abort a potential
human life. True, the unborn child has not been given by G-d the
status of a born mortal, but he or she certainly has some form of
life. No man has a right to destroy purposelessly even an
inanimate object. Likewise, to destroy any vegetable or animal
without reason is a sin against G-d. It is as thou~h one is to deny
the very concept of G-d. For destroying what G-d created, one
considers himself or herself superior to G-d in understanding. Gd created because G-d saw a purpose in such creation, and by his
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act of destruction man purports to overrule G-d.
Thus, destruction is an act of blasphemy against G-d. How
much more blasphemous is the act of destroying a potential
human being, even if there is a possibility that the unborn child
migh t be retarded or have some abnormalcy. Are we to consider
ourselves more intelligent than G-d? Are we to become G-d and
predict what will oCG:ur five, ten, twenty, or forty years from
today? Do we know what new medical breakthroughs can result
brought forth by G-d's Providence just for the sake of this
possible retarded or abnormal child? Are we to deny that G-d
provides for everyone, that there is Providence? It is the woman
of Torah that is the woman of life; she never ceases to hope and
pray and is the eternal optimist. Her optimism and faith create a
new reality because she is the partner to G-d. Just as G-d can and
does create, so too the woman who abides by Torah is able to
pray, and G-d will do her bidding. D'''i'~ iT":lpn, n,nl np,y.6.For
the righteous woman ordains, and G-d does her bidding. She
creates life where none exists. She changes the non-perfect to
perfection. She changes the partial human being into a whole
human being, and raises the child to adulthood.
The woman who bases her life on Torah can even alter the
state of the abnormal child. She replaces his trepidation and
bewilderment with assurance and the ability to cope with his or
her environment. Her child is perfect because she is perfect within
herself. She then transmits her insight about herself and the
world to her child.
Let us hope that more women take a deep breath of Torah
life that will bring longevity to themselves, their husbands, and
their unborn and born children. This can only be done by a daily
program of Torah study in any language that a man or woman
understands.
It must be explicitly emphasized that G-d recognizes that not
everyone under all circumstances can complete a pregnancy.
There are contingencies when it is halachically permissible7 to
terminate a pregnancy, and, prior to being pregnant, birth control
can also be practiced. Whenever any questions arise, regardless of
the sentiments of the spouses or advice from professionals, a rash
yeshiva, a dean of an Orthodox rabbinical seminary, is the only
person l.ompetent to rule on such a matter, and his Torah view
should be consulted.
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Chapter VI
THE HALACHIC STATUS OF THE UNBORN CHILD
.o'r.ln, n'r.l:1 X,:1W .,':1W,'r" ,r,:J 0r,,11r, 1'Xr.l' .'1X il"n, il'Yr.l 'l ':J
ilWl1r.l "r.ln 0" r,:J:1 W,nr.l ':1''':11 .tl'tln':1 il,r,l1 O",r" l"Xr, "Xr.lil
.n'WX':1
For mitsvos are divine receptacles and Torah is a flame of
insight and life. And G-d enlightens (with Torah) the entir~
universe and all its permanent inhabitants with compassion. G-d
is the One Who enlightens the earth and its transient dwellers
with compassion. And with His goodness does he renew
daily-eternally-the works of creation. 1
G-d's master plan for the universe is thus revealed. A
partnership exists between man and G-d. Man builds the body,
and G-d breathes life into man's doings. The works of
Genesis-of creation-are continuously being reproduced.
Man is G-d's partner-not man the species, but every
individual. Each man must state: Or,'l1il X,:1.] ,r,':1W:1, "For my
sake was the world created." For man himself is a universe. He is
the essence of creation.
The prologue to the 'ilTil r,11 or"o, Suiom, an interpretation
of 'the Zohar that discusses the mystical aspects of the Torah,
indicates that' each person is composed of all the attributes of the
universe. The universe is phiiosophically categorized as
consisting of four basic elements: mineral, vegetable, animal, and
man. These basic elements, in turn, can be subdivided into many
subcategories. Each person has in his makeup all the possible
subcategories of the lower species in addition to those human
elements. He possesses all the base as well as noble elements of
character-characteristics of saints and villains. Thus, every
human has the potential for the divine as well as for its opposite.
The lesson taught by the Suiom, who quotes the Zohar in the
ideas expressed above, is that it is only normal for humans to
experience or be at some state of their existence the essence of any

or all of the above enumerated elements. Thus, when a male is
circumcised, the cut skin is thrown into a dish with earth in order
to dramatize at the start of life that eventually the joy of life will
some day pass through a stage wherein the body will return to
and become the same as the earth. However, this is only a stage.
There will then be another stage during which this same body will
arise from the dust, when G-d in His great mercy ~ll resurrect
the dead, ny.]r, n'r.lil 11r,:1" and death will be forever d-tiven away.
During this interval, the soul created by G-d, given when the
fetus was first formed, will return to its Maker and engage in the
study of Torah. For it is stated in the Talmud 2 that a male or
female is formed forty days from conception according to the
opinion of the Rabbis. During the period of pregnancy after it is
formed, an angel teaches the fetus all the Torah. Before it is born,
the angel makes it swear that it will be a tsadik-a righteous
person, and not a rasha-a wicked person. At birth the angel
strikes the infant under its nose, and it temporarily forgets what it
learned.
Rav Soloveitchik, writing in one of his essays,3 explains the
purpose of tea'ching the fetus all the Torah. When the fetus is
born, grows up, and begins to study again, he or she already
possesses the capacity to learn since he is learning something he
once learned but forgot.
From the above gemara it is apparent that the neshomah of
the fetus exists and this neshomah given by G-d is further
purified by its divine pursuit of the study of the Torah. This is the
goal of the Jew after he is born. And this will be his goal in the
world to be-after his body returns to the soil. And this will be his
goal in the hereafter, after resurrection, when body and soul will
again be united and never die again.
The Talmud Bavli states 4 that if a man says: I will pass title
of one hundred "dollars" to the fetus if he be a male, if my wife
gives birth; or I will pass title of two hundred "dollars" to the
fetus if she be a female; the child upon birth will acquire title to
the property. The Shach 5 explains that one cannot pass title to an
unborn human. The fetus lacks capacity to acquire title since he
has not" yet come into the world

(0r,,11r, X:1 xr,w ,:1,r, 11< Or,111r, X:1 xr,w ,:1,).
Nevertheless, a father, having such dedication and love even for
his unborn child, will do everything necessary to ensure that the
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property legally passes to him at the moment the intention is
declared. Therefore, the Shach explains, if no legal remedy exists
to pass title to an unborn child, the Rabbis enacted legislation
considering the father's intention as actually passing title.
The question is then debated among the rishonim 6.quoted by
the Tur 7 • Does this legislation apply only to the case of the shchiv
mera, the individuaI.on his deathbed for whom the Rabbis relaxed
many requirements in' passing of title, or does it apply equally as
well to a healthy individual. The Shach maintains that this law
applies to the healthy father also.
There is likewise a dispute as to the age of the fetus qualified
to be a recipient of such a gift. Can the fetus be less than forty
days from its conception, or must it be at least over forty days?
The Shulchan Aruch 8 quotes both opinions regarding giving
property. One opinion holds that it can only be done by a man on
his deathbed, while others hold that a healthy person can likewise
transfer property. There seems to be no difference if the property
gifted be personal property or real estate according to the Shach,
although some authorities hold that only personal property can be
transferred.
It is thus apparent that from its very beginning, at the most
forty days after conception, the fetus was recognized as a partial
human being in the words of Meharam Schick. 9 This partial
human being, although considered by the Talmud 10 as being part
of the body of the mother, (,t.lX 11' 1:1'31) nevertheless in many
respects was given the status of a distinct personality apart from
its mother.
Thus, the Talmud l l states that if an embryo's fl.lother is
killed or dies in childbirth, the embryo survives its mother.
However, if. the mother dies as a result of a prolonged illness, the
embryo, since it is more fragile than its mother, is "first killed by
the Angel of Death." There is a legal consequence regarding who
dies first. If the father of this embryo has children from another
wife, and if the mother dies first, the embryo technically inherits
her property since he was alive when she died, although he was
not born. He, in turn, will pass on his mother's property to his
brothers or sisters from his father. This can be done even if such
embryo never be born. Thus, the embryo upon his mother's
demise receives the status of an independent entity.12
Likewise, if the mother dies in childbirth on the Sabbath, and

it is ascertained beyond a shadow of a doubt that she is dead-she
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has ceased breathing for an extended period of time, her heart has
stopped beating, and she no .longer has any vital signs according
to all available medical data"":"'only .then can the embryo be saved
.by opening the stomach of the mother and removing the infant.
This operation, even if involving the violation of the Sabbath, is
nevertheless permitted in order to save the embryo.13
The reason stated in the Talmud and Mishnah 14 is that the
embryo has the status of sofek pekuach nefeslf-;a case of
doubtful saving of life. We can compare this case to the case of
the individual buried on the Sabbath when it is doubtful if he is
aliv~ or dead. Even if he is alive but can survive only minutes,
nevertheless the Talmud, Shulchan Aruch, and Rambam 1s
demand that the Sabbath be violated for the possibility of saving
only minutes of the other man's life. 50, too, in the case of the
unborn child, there is a possibility that such a child will not
survive at all or, even if born alive, will not survive thirty days.
Nevertheless, we are instructed to violate the Sabbath-ordinarily
incurring capital punishment-in order to save this "doubtful"
life of the embryo. Thus, the embryo, though given a "doubtful"
status, was nevertheless given some recognition as a distinct
person apart from its mother. 16
Although an embryo born dead does not require mourning
(necessary only if an infant is at least thirty days old), there is a
school of thought that the embryo must be buried. This is done
since nival, or abuse of the deceased embryo, is forbidden. An
autopsy of the embryo is also forbidden. The Shach 17 rules that
burial is required. The Ohr Zerua quoted by Bach 18 does not
require burial. 19 The custom is for the child to be given a Hebrew
name, and, if a male, he is circumcised. The Mogen Avraham 20
requires burial and explains that the circumcision is done so that
the embryo may be counted among the followers of Abraham.
However, even if the child was not circumcised or buried, he or
she should be given a Hebrew name. 21
From the sources discussed above one can see that a definite
effort was made to accentuate the individuality and separate
entity of the developing child, even though he o~ she did not yet
achieve the full status of a human. At what point can the fetus
legally be considered a person apart from its mother? According
to Mishnah Niddah 44a, one who killed a chjld of one day was
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liable for capital punishment, but an embryo is not considered to
be in the same category. Technically, according to the Mishnah 22
the instant most of the child is born he begins to enjoy the status
of other humans. Rav Ovadiah Mibartanora 23 interprets this
statement to mean that if most of his head was born, he attains
that status. Tosfos Yom Tov informs us that Mishnah Niddah
111:5 is the source from which we learn that the child is considered
born if most of the he~d appears. The Rambarn 14 states that if the
child's head emerges, he reaches the status of born.
This ruling can be applied if there is a mortal conflict
between the survival of mother or child at childbirth. Before the
child is deemed born, the mother's life is given priority. The child,
if necessary, is cut up in the mother's belly and extracted piece by
piece in order to save the mother.25
However, once the child is deemed born, one can no longer
subordinate the child's life to that of the mother.
tu~l
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In a case in which both the mother and child are endangered,
Tiferes Yisrael 27 argues that the mother's life should probably
take priority since it is doubtful if the newborn child can survive,
while the mother obviously has a history of survival. For the
short period that the child can survive, we do not sacrifice the
mother.
Furthermore, the newborn child is like a rodef, one who is
pursuing and endangering the life of another. A rodef is a person
who violated the laws of a ruling body or government which
regards his action as a capital offense. He then flees to the Jewish
community for asylum. (The man is innocent according to
halachah.) The government issues an order for the Jews to
surrender him or else the entire Jewish community of this city will
be destroyed. Just as the rodef has done nothing wrong but in
trying to escape his persecutors endangers the lives of others, so
the baby, through no fault of his own, endangers the life of the
mother. (See Chapter VII, Conflict of Lives.)
If doctors believe that both the mother and child are in
mortal danger, in my opinion, it is logiCal to save the mother since
she has a chazakah, a past record, of living. The child, on the
other hand, is more fragile, and until thirty days of age, it is
doubtful that he will survive. It is presumed that if the child is
saved at the expense of the mother, the child will die anyway.

However, if the mother's life takes priority, it is more likely that
she will survive indefinitely because she has a history of living
(chaz akah).Z1
Furthermore, we do not follow the majority in cases of
saving of life according to the rule :1" ""K ",tunl:1
"K.~8
Even if there is a ninety-nine per cent chance that thiS woman IS
going to die, we do not follow the majority. Her past history
overpowers any majority. The infant, on the other hand, has a
history of being a nefel, and, until he is thirty days ol~e a~e ~ot
certain that he is going to survive. Therefore, the mother s hfe
take~ precedence.
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that the only
time an abortion is permitted is when there is a question of saving
the mother's life, or if the mother would go insane if she had the
baby and jeopardize her life or others. 29 The Sdei Chemed 30
clearly emphasizes this fact. He clarifies that t~e positive res~onse
regarding abortion given in Responsa Maharzt 31 was o~ly In the
case of a definite medical need for the mother. Otherwls~, there
would definitely be an abrogation of a cardinal principle. 32
Since non-Jews are forbidden by Torah to have abortions, it
is inconceiveable that Jews are permitted to do so. A Jew who kills
an embryo is in violation of a cardinal law although this act does
not constitute a capital offense. 33
Responsa Rudvaz 34 also explains the cardinal sin of killing
an embryo that has the status of a "doubtful human being" who
could possibly be born and survive. For such a doubt~ul hu~an
being one is obligated to violate the Sabbath: However, If one kills
the embryo, he is not subject to capital punishment since the
death penalty cannot be invoked for a doubtful person.
Responsa Meharam Schick 35 calls the embryo a partial
person. According to the Torah, it is forbidden to violate the laws
dealing with food even if one does not eat or drink in the amounts
necessary to be liable for punishment. 50, too, it is prohibited by
Torah law to destroy an embryo, which is a "doubtful human,"
even though the person who commits this violation is not subject
to capital punishment.
From all these responsa and the status conferred upon the
embryo by the Talmud, it is patently clear that any physician or
counselor v"ho advises a patient to undergo an abortion because
the baby will definitely not be normal, i.e. retarded, deaf, blind,
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crippled, or sterile, or any other defect, is in gross violation of a
fundamental doctrine of Judaism. J6.If there is any doubt about the
child's being disabled, and the mother is advised to abort, the
physician or counselor carries an even greater guilt.
Let us pray that physicians and counselors follow their
Torah role of healers and mend what is within their power. Let us
ensure that they do not bury that which is beyond their power to
heal. For only G-d who gives life to the unborn, health to the
living, and will resurrect the deceased, can determine who is to die
and when. Man has no right to make such a decision; for to do so
is to usurp the role of G-d. Let each man and woman act his role
assigned by G-d, and we will all then achieve the Messianic Era.
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Chapter VII
CONFLICT OF LIVES: SURRENDERING A FUGITIVE,
ORGAN TRANSPLANTS, AND THE REMOVAL OF A
LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM'
This chapter is intended to be a more detailed discussion of
the halachic concept involved in the decision to save one life at the
cost of another life. When the conflict involves the infant and
mother during the process of birth, we have four possible cases:
1) The head of the infant has not yet emerged, and the
mother's life is in danger. In this case, the doctor may choose to
destroy the infant in order to save the mother since the infant is
really a part of the mother's body.
2) The head of the infant has emerged. Either the mother or
the child can be saved and will survive at the expense of the other.
~ormally, h.alachah w~uld in~icate that the doctor do nothing
since the chIld has a rIght to hfe as well as the mother.
3) The head of the infant has emerged. Doctors determine
that both mother and child will die unless the doctor intervenes to
sacrifice one of them. Most authorities agree that the mother
should be saved.
4) Both lives are endangered. Whichever one is saved in all
probability that one will die anyway. For example: the mother has
a heart condition or cancer and the baby is premature. The author
feels in such a situation the mother should be saved anyway
because the has a chazakah (running track) of living while the
infant does not attain that status for thirty days.l
Surrendering a Fugitive
.In order to decide this issue, rabbis and sages. have
~onsldered the problem of the rode! in the Talmud,1 which also
Involves a conflict of lives, in order to see how the case is resolved
there. A rode! is a Jew who has committed a capital offense
according to the government in power. By halachah he is not
guilty. The non-Jews surround a city or camp and demand that
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the Jews release him to be killed. The government forces threaten
that otherwise they will kill everyone in the city. Should the Jews
surrender him?
Resh Lakish1 advises the community not to release the
innocent Jew,3 and the Rambam agrees with him. 4 Under what
authority does Resh Lakish advise that all the Jews be
jeopardized?5 Is it not specifically stated in Talmud Bavli
(Sanhedrin 74a): tu!ll 'l!lr.l tu!ll l'n" 1'1<, "We cann~ubstitute
one life for another?" If a non-Jew threatens to kill a few unless
he murders his fellow, the Jew must refuse to commit the murder.
The Talmud rules that the Jew should sacrifice his life rather than
violate G-d's word forbidding the killing of another. Although it
is permitted to violate the Torah to save a life, this permission is
not granted in the case of the- three cardinal sins: murder,
adultery, and idolatry.6
In addition, if the Jew obeyed and killed the other one, he has
not saved a life in G-d's eyes. For although he saved his own life,
in killing someone else, he has not accomplished anything, since
both lives are equal. '1 The least of two evils is not to take any
action. Thus, if-the non-Jew physically threw the first Jew upon
the second Jew who was thus killed, the first Jew has not violated
any law so .long as he himself abstained from any action.
To make the analogy with the rode!, a non-Jew has asked
another Jew (the community) to murder his fellow Jew (the
fugitive). According to Resh Lakish the Jewish community
should take no action to release the man to the authorities,
thereby protecting him.
The question immediately arises: Is the man really saved by
this action 7 Haramach 8 reminds us that the only time a Jew is
required by the Torah to lay down his life is if another's can be
saved by his refusal to perform murder. However, if the enemy
troops surround the city (Yerushalmi Trumos 8:10), it is only a
question of time, days or perhaps hours, before everyone is going
to be dead, including the fugitive. Therefore, he argues, the
fugitive should be surrendered in order to save the others. Why,
then, does Resh Lakish adopt the idealistic plan of action of
temporarily protecting one person at the price' of an eventual
massacre?
Rav Yochanan rules that the fugitive should be surrendered.
Whenever there is a disagreement between Resh Lakish and Rav
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Yochanan, we conventionally accept the opinion of Rav
Yochanan (with certain rare exceptions). However, in this case,
the Rambam also rules according to Resh Lakish that the rode!
must be protected. from his persecutors.
The reasoning of Resh Lakish runs as follows: Ordinarily,
the Jewish community takes priority over the life of the
individual citizen. But in time of war, the individual's welfare
must be tied together with the community. An individual
resident's fate, in the final analysis, must be protected at the risk
of life and limb by every other· member. Otherwise, there can be
no cohesive Jewish communities. Jews will gravitate to other
groups and assimilate into other communities that will offer them
protection. Fighting for the life of the individual member is the
price tha t Jewish communi ties may be forced to pay in order to
maintain their identity. They must be one for all and all for one. If
not, Jews can, G-d forbid, cease to exist as a people. Survival of
the Jewish community sometimes requires great sacrifices. 9
The issue, therefore, is not to be governed by the laws of
survival regarding one individual versus the next. It is rather
under the jurisdiction of the laws outlining the principles of
group survival at war. At times, a general will sacrifice a group
for the survival of his army or the nation. So, too, in order to
build morale and cohesiveness of a Jewish community, the group
must be prepared to protect its innocent resident members even at
the risk of endangering the lives of everyone else.
The Rambam tells us that the group does not have to die
meekly. Each should kill as many of the enemy as he possibly can.
In fact, it is a tremendous act of courage and the will of G-d to
show the world that Jewish blood cannot be spilled with
impunity. Jews being massacred for the only sin of being Jews
should use any and every destructive means at their disposal and
indiscriminately kill as many of the enemy as possible. Let the
world realize tha t one has to pay a very heavy price for spilling
Jewish blood. In that manner other Jews in other places and times
may very will be saved because anti-Semites will think twice
before attacking them. to In fact, in Yerushalmi Trumos Resh
Lakish personally took up arms to protect not only the life but the
property of a threatened Jew. Resh Lakish returned unharmed.ll
. Eve~y Jew is obligated to help and performs the greatest
mltsvoh In the world when he saves another's life. You should not

stand idly by while your friend's blood is being.spilled or about to
be spilled. 12 However, one is not obligated to put himself in
danger unless threatened. Then he is governed by the laws of war,
and he is obligated to overlook his temporary respite from danger
in order to drive the enemy away and thus save himself and
others. Only by united action of fighting togethe~an they
overcome the enemy.
/
If, however, a Jew is not threatened at all, he still has the
obligation to save his fellow Jew, although not at the risk of his
life. He can volunteer, however, since anyone who saves a Jew is
considered as though he saved the entire universe. One who saves
a non-Jew, any human being, likewise is considered as having
saved the entire universe. i3 He doesn't have to risk his life, but if
he does, and sacrifices his or her life, no mortal can compare to
. him or her in saintliness.14 Puppos and Lulinius were two brothers
who.falsely took upon themselves the blame for the death of the
princess in order to save the Jewish community. No Jew can be
compared to them and stand in their place in heaven since they
volunteered and sacrificed their lives at a time when they were not
even in danger initially. IS Rudvaz, who opposes an individual's
sacrificing his life for another individual, will agree that in time of
war, when everyone is endangered, he is obligated to fight,
especially when many Jewish lives are at stake. 16.

Conflict between Mother and Infant during Childbirth
Now that we have seen what the various opinions are
regarding the case of the rodef, how do they apply to the conflict
between the mother and child during childbirth when both lives
are endangered unless one is sacrificed?
A distinction must be made between the case of the resident
fugitive that the community must save, even at the risk of their
own lives, and the case of the child about to be born or whose
head already emerged. The case of the fugitive is based on the
group response to common shared danger and therefore is
governed by the laws of war. The conflict between mother and
child is an individual problem between two persons. Therefore
Rambam's position could demand fighting and sacrificing to save
the rodef and, at the same time, saving the mother at the expense
of the inf an t.
Therefore, when there is a conflict of mother and newborn
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child, and both would die unless the doctors in tervene the
mother's life takes priority. For doctors state that the infan't has
~o ~o~e than days to live, while the mother can survive
IndefInItely. The reason is that the child has no chazakah
running track or ,history of life, while the mother has a chazakah'
history of living. 'Therefore, even if the doctors were prove~
wrong, and the baby would live longer than a few days
ne.vertheless, it i.s not certain that any newborn child can surviv~
th.Irty d~ys. UntIl such time, an infant is called a nefel-a possible
mIscarrIage.
Therefore, we do not sacrifice the mother for the child in the
process of birth when both lives would be lost even after the head
has been born. According to the ,Tiferes Yisroel 17 doctors
probably should intervene to save the mother. The Rambam: can
~os.si?ly accept this, position since this is a conflict between two
IndIvIduals, not a question of community survival governed by
the laws of war.
Organ Transplants
The picture changes conSiderably when we confront the
.
Infant completely born and already separated from his mother.
L~t us make the hypothetical case that the mother needs to have a
VItal organ such as heart or kidneys in a transplant operation, and
~octor~ could remove ,the heart or kidneys from her newborn
In~ant I~ order to save her. This would be blatant murder of the
chIld. I~ IS ~nly when the ~h~ld is encroaching physicaUy upon the
mother s lIfe space that It IS permitted to sacrifice the child on
behalf of the mother. The infant, prior to full birth, is considered
part of the mother 18 and has no ihdependent chazakah of life. Life
belongs only to the mother. She held it all along. The embryo has
no claim to her life; he never held it.19
H~"."ever, on~e the child is out of the mother's life space-it is
born-It IS, for all Intents and purposes, a separate human being zo
Anyo~e killing it, for whatever reason in the world, h~s
com~utted murd:r. Z1 It could be argued that the infant may
pOSSIbly not surVIve thirty days. At least, then, the infant would
be a goses, a.n individual about to die. However, anyone killing a
gases commIts murder.zz
. It th~s follows that to perform any transplant operation in
whIch a VItal organ such as the heart or kidneys is removed, is
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murder. The fact that the donor agreed does not lessen the
severity of the crime of suicide and murder. 23 The fact that the
donor has been declared clinically dead, that tests show that all
vital signs from the brain have ceased, does not change the
conclusion. Even though the person is breathing only by being
connected to a respirator, that person is alive as far as~wish law
is concerned. If he or she stopped breathing for "prolonged
period of time, but there is at least one other vital sign shown by
tests" such as heart movement or brain activity, that person is still
alive. Medical tests can be used to confirm that the man is still
living. There is no question about this according to all Jewish
authorities. Anyone disconnecting the machine is committing
murder. A doctor who removes the patient's vital organ after he is
disconnected from the respirator is committing murder if such a
person could have been kept alive artificially with the respirator.
How do we know. that a person on a respirator is still alive? A
living person can have his blood transfused to another person,
and the recipient would benefit. However, the blood of a cadaver
transfused into'a living person would be very damaging, if not
fatal to a patient. Physicians confirm that a patient connected to a
respirator, even though declared "brain dead," can donate blood.
His blood is not poison for another living human. Thus, it is not
merely "ventilating a cadaver" when a man or woman is
connected from the start to a respirator.
Furthermore, if a person who is truly dead is connected to a
respirator, the machine cannot cause his heart to start beating
once more; blood will not circulate food or medicine injected into
his veins, nor will he receive any nourishment even if beneficial
substances be injected directly into his organs. On the other hand,
a person who is clinically dead and who can breathe only with the
aid of a respirator, can benefit from medicine or food injected into
his veins, for it is circulated by his blood and provides
nourishment to all the organs of his body-heart, kidneys,
stomach, and intestines-and all are functioning to chemically
dissolve the food and medications and eliminate bodily wastes.
None of these functions can be performed by a cadaver connected
to a respira tor.
All physicians agree that many of the various functions of
man, though inter-related, are nevertheless independent and do
not gain their vitality from any of the others. Thus, a man can
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very ,:"ell ?e brain dead and yet be alive as far as his circulatory
and dIgestIve systems are concerned. Halachah clearly considers
such. ~ person alive. The Chasam Sofer 24 in describing the
condItIons of d~ath according to halachah indicates that there
must
t be"afcessatIon of all bodily and organic function S-"'1
SI en t as
a s one -: or an extended period of time in addition to cessation
~f .breathIn~. The Maharsham 25 explicitly states that anyone
hVlng functIon of man refu tes the presumption of death even
though one has ceased breathing. Thus, even if we concede for
the s.ake of a.r~ument, that breathing only with a respirator i; not
conSIdered .hvIng a.ccording the halachah, nevertheless, such a
per~o~ havIng all his organs or part of his organs functioning as
exp alned above would definitely be considered alive.
. ~av ~oshe Feinstein 26 explaining the signs of death
exph~ltl~ rejects brain. death, or the decomposition of the brain
t~e h~uId of the. spinal chord as a criterion. He states that
historIcally none of these criteria were valid, and at no point in
the Talmud ar~ they considered to indicate death. It then follows
that anyone kIlling ~uch a person has committed murder. And,
ther~~ore, anyon~ disconnecting the respirator or "pulling the
plug has committed mUffler.
h Does the physician have an obligation to connect a patient
on.his own to a respirator?. Rav F'
'
dw 0I cannot
. h h'breathe .
elns teln
~a s ~It . t IS questIon Indirectly. In a responsum2 ? he discusses
t e Violation of halachah concerning the performance of heart
transplants. He call~ .such an operation double murder. The
donor, whom phYSICIans admit has some form' of vitality
undergo~s surg~ry to remove a heart so that a murder ha~
occurred. by cuttI~g sh~rt wha~ev~r minutes, hours, or day of life
d~ede~aI~lng to him. SInce all reCipients of heart transplants have
Ie WIthIn months of the operation, the recipient is in effect
committing suicide. With his own disabled heart he ~ould h '
perhaps contin~ed to live for months or years as is common ~~~
many heart patIents.
I~ the discussion of this matter of the heart transplant
operatIon, Rav Feinstein focuses on the question of connectin
to a
to extend his life untitl the recipient
~ea Ie .. or the operatIon. Rav Feinstein states that in such a case
In ahd~l.h.on to the prohibition of double murder, there are furthe;
pro .Ibltlons.

0;

thed~odfr

respir~tor
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It is forbidden to take any measures to extend temporarily a
person's life - Mytu"M - if, in so doing, that individual woUld.be
experiencing agonizing pain. Although we cannot take any actIve
measures to shorten the life of one in pain for it would be
euthanasia _ murder, we nevertheless do not have to be party to
extending his pain. Rav Feinstein marshals Talmudic evidence
to
2
support his opinion which he shares with Bais Yaakov • who
rules that medication be denied a terminal patient wlto::has only
hours to live and is experiencing excruciating pain.
29
Responsa Shvus Yaakov, however, disagrees. He writes
that in Talmud Avodoh Zoroh 12b and Yoma 85a a mortally
wounded person, who can only survive temporarily (ill1V1 "n), is
. to be saved even on the Sabbath when the Sabbath laws would be
violated. Such conduct is the accepted law even if the injured
30
person experiences excruciating pain.
This position is adopted even if some symptoms of death
have set in. 31 . Even though we say,
.
.
,:l'~W K7 Kil'lY.l KnWil 7"Y.lP iln'lY.l7 1'10011 :1"
"The majority of gosesim (persons who are about to die within
three days) die,"32 nevertheless, we must make every effort and
take all measures, even desecrating the Sabbath, if necessary, to
33
save him. The same position is adopted by the Issor Vo-Heter.
Similarly, the Smag and Smak rule that if a man is found
mortally wounded, his brain is crushed, and he can live only a
short amount of time, we are instructed to take all measures, even
in violation of the Sabbath, to save him temporarily. For in
Talmud Smochos we learn that if one shuts the eyelids of a goses,
it is as though he spilled his blood. In Smochos, the Talmud is
discussing the case of the goses, while the Smag and Smak discuss
an individual who had some of the symptoms of death set in.
Nevertheless, in their judgment, such an individual should be

saved.
Rav Feinstein chooses to explain the situation such that in
these instances the mortally wounded person was breathing on
his own. However, if he were unable to breathe on his own and all
that can be accomplished is a temporary. respite under
excruciating pain, one should not then extend the victim's
suffering by connecting him to a respirator. However, it follows
that if we do not know if it is only a temporary respite and this
man can possibly live days, weeks, or months, Rav Feinstein
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agrees that he should be hooked up to the respirator. Likewise,
refurnishing the oxygen tanks is mandatory according to Rav
Feinstein, if there is the slightest possibility that this man can live
longer than temporarily, iTl1tu ""n, even though he is in
excruciating pain. If he is not in pain, even if he can live no more
than minutes, one is obligated to hook him up to a respirator and
furnish oxygen tanks as they are used up.
.
Since it is ·i~possible to know for certain if anyone can live
only iTl1tu ""n, briefly, minutes or hours, days or months, Rav
Feinstein will agree that Cyt!ry patient should be hooked up to a
respirator and the oxygen tanks be changed when necessary.
~o~a~ays, the di~pe~sing of drugs to relieve the pain has greatly
d.ImInIshed the lIkelIhood of the extension of life in painful .
CIrcumstances.
In the hypothetical case of the heart transplant, Rav
Feinstein's patient is being connected to the respirator for
someone else's benefit: namely, in order to keep the heart alive
until it is remov~d. Under such circumstances Rav Feinstein
forbids having the patient hooked up to a respirator. However, if
connecting him to the respirator is done for his own benefit,
poss~bly t? extend his own life, then Rav Feinstein definitely
consIders It mandatory to hook him up and to furnish oxygen
tanks as they are used up.
Rav Piekarski agrees with the Shvus Yaakov. Rav
Waldenberg in his responsa, Tsits Eliezer,34 writes that one is not
a~lo~ed even to pray that a suffering patient in excruciating pain
dIe In order to prevent him from suffc.ring. 3S The reasoning is that
as long as a person is alive, even temporary life even in extreme
pain, there is hope that either existing therapy or new research
can develop some cure for him and for relief of his pain. Once a
person is. dead, nothing can bring him back. This appears to be
likewise the position of the Maharsha1 36. which we discussed in
Chapter I.
There is a distinction to be made between reflex movements
and true signs of life. The Rambam 37 discusses a person whose
collar bone is broken such that it is fatal or whose head is severed.
Even if he displays signs of movement, he is merely having reflex
movement of his limbs or organs but is considered as dead and he
defiles spiritually as one who is dead. Kohanim, theref~re, are
under obligation not to come into contact with such a person or be
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under the same roof with him.
However, this person is considered living in every .other
respect. Anyone killing him has committed murder 38 acc~rding to
Rav Piekarski and Dr. Yaakov Levi. 39 Furthermore, a patIent who
displays all body functions and is alive in every respect cannot ~e
mpared to one whose head has been severed or who has had hIS
COllar bone severed such that it is fatal. In the latter cases. the
C?ctim expires within moments, while in the former, the pahe~t
~~nnected to the respirator can survive indefinitelrTh~s, hiS
bodily functions are not reflex movements, but they are eVIdence
of life.
b
h'
d h t
ear
·While the critical consideration is reat Ing an
function, even if generated by artificial means (man~made
machine), anyone sign of life ascertained by naked observatIon?r
by aid of medical instrumer.'ts is sufficient t~ .place the person In
the status of living, accordIng to all authOrItIes.
:1"
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In life-saving matter~ we don't follow the maj?r~ty. In ca~es. of
sudden "death" one must account for the possibIlity of fa~nt1ng
and unconsciousness rather than death. Temporary deadening of
all vital signs can be the result of shock and we~k~ess. Such ,a
man or woman can be compared to an embryo In It~ m~ther s
womb. Would the embryo prior to the time ~t can remain ahve on
its own suddenly be aborted, it would dIe. Even th~ugh. t~e
embryo cannot breathe by itself within its mother, It stIll IS
forbidden and a cardinal violation of the Torah to abort the
.embryo. Certainly, in the case of a human being who has a
running track and history of life, it is blatant murder to pull the
plug or remove a vital organ for the sa~e of ar.'0ther human. 4o
For this critically ill patient who qUite possibly has no more
than hours or days to survive, his remaining time, ~lt~ough shor.t,
is precious to him. Therefore, to him this tiny and hmlted world IS
the entire universe. No one in the universe except G-d can remove
this speck of the world or remove life from ~im: ~he fact that.the
other man can survive indefinitely by cannlbahzlng the terminal
patient is no justificiation for his murder. The Ram~a~41
explicjtly forbids the curing of one patient at t~e cos~ of kllhng
another because we cannot put aside (termina t "') one hfe for (the
sake of saving) another life according to the rule l"n" ,"X
tu!Jl "l!Jt.l tu!Jl. One can take another's property or money to save a
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life, if he repays the money
B
another man for his life. or property. . u t one can never repay
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Machne Chaim, Part 2, Choshen Mishpat, No.3 says one may not sacrifice a baby to save
the mother. The doctor should do nothing. Responsa Panim Meiros, Part 3, No.8 remains
in doubt quoted by Tosfos Rabbi Akiva Eiger, Oholos 7:6. Tiferes Yisroel: Boaz,Oholos
7:6 says probably yes. Responsa Meharam Schick Yoreh Deah, No. 145 says yes.
Responsa 19ros Moshe (Rav Feinstein), Yoreh Deah, Part 2, No. 60 probably says yes.
Although he doesn't spell it out explicitly, Rav Feinstein's ruling in the case of the
community that can be saved in order to enjoy a normal life span at t~~xpense of the
rodef's temporary respite from death is applicable to the case at hand. The &aby is a sofek
nefel. It is doubtful if he will live thirty days. He has no running track of liVing. The
mother, on the other hand, has a running track of living. We don't sacrifice the mother's
superior claim to longevity to the doubtful ability of the child to survive.
2. Yerushalmi Trumos 8:10.
3. Rav Feinstein discusses three categories of authority: 1) When the Sanhedrin was in
power, it was the duty of Jews to hand over a criminal to the court. 2)lf there is a king
(Jewish or non-Jewish), one need not hand him over. However, if there is a Jewish deputy
working for the king, who is ordered to catch the criminal and refuses, he is mored bemalchus, guilty of rebellion. 3) If the authority is arbitrary and has singled out an innocent
Jew without basis, it is the duty of every Jew to help him to escape. If, by helping him, the
community is put in danger, we have the case of the rodef. Thus, we have the argument
between Rav Yochanan and R~sh Lakish. Responsa 19ros Moshe, Yoreh Deah, Part 2, No.
60.
4. Rambam, "Hitchos Yesodei Hatorah" 5:5.
5. See Haramach quoted by Kesel Mishnah. Rambam, "Hitchos Yesodei Hatorah"
5:5.

6. Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 74a and Pesachim 25.
7. Rashi explains in Talmud Sanhedrin 74a 'DU i"JlO 1'" ICtJ" "'Tn 'ICtJ. "Who in the
world can claim that his blood is redder?" (his life is superior). Therefore, he cannot "kill
anyone else. Likewise he cannot sacrifice his life for anyone else, since the same logic
applies to the one he wished to save at his expense. Therefore, he should not take any
action. This explains why, once the child's head emerg"es and there is a conflict between
saving the life of the mother at the expense of the child, there is a question as to the action
to take. Perhaps the doctor should take no action rather than sacrifice him to save the
mother. An Orthodox rabbi who is a posek-arbiter of Jewish law-should be consulted on
this matter. Physicians are advised to consult with a posek in advance to ascertain how they
should act and under what circumstances. The ruling depends on manrcomplex factors
that cannot be discussed adequately in a book of this nature. Responsa Chasam sofer in his
Responsa on Yoreh Deah (No. 13) rules that according to the Rambam the Sabbath (and all
Torah laws) except idolatry, adultery, and murder can be violated to save the life of a nonJew. A non-Jew can violate all his seven Noahide Principles except murder in order to save
himself. See Rambam, "Laws of Kings" 10:2 and Mishne Lemelechand Minchos Chinuch
No. 296. The same law that both lives are equal applies for a Jew or a non-Jew. See
Minchos Chinuch, Mitsvoh 296 on question of murder. See Mishne Lemelech on Rambam,
"Laws of Kings" 10:2 quoting the opinion of Pered Derech Ho-itrim that a non-Jew must
sacrifice his life rather than commit murder. The rationale of "Who.says that your blood is
redder than another's blood?" applies to the non-Jew if he is to take action and kill.
8. Quoted by Kesef Mishnah on Rambam, "Hilchos Yesodei Hatorah" 5:5.
9. This reasoning explains why the Rambam in his Sefer Ha-M itsvos did not list living
and fighting for Eretz Yisrael as an independent mitsvoh. The Rambam possibly
maintained that the Jew collectively-the community-has that obligation of fighting for
survival everywhere in the world, not only in Eretz Yisrael. He does not exclude fighting
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for survival In Er.tz YIsra.1 which d.finit.,y is a mitsvoh, but the .mphasis is on survival
of the J.w and not n.c.ssarily of land. Land is always subordinated since it is 10 be used for
the peopl•. C.rtainly, Without Our land w. have no solid foundation anywh.re in the world
as was proved in World War" when th.r. Was no room anywhere for J.ws attempting to
escape
the Nazis. Y.t the survival of the J.Wish people always takes prec.dence OV'r the
land
itself.
l

10. U'i1l C:nlJi1 1 ';,? X:Ji1. If anyone comes to kill you, arise earlier, and kill him (save
yours.lf), Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpat 425:1. This rul. should be followed .ven

though th.r. is no hop. of survival. C.rtainly, on. must save hims.lf when there is a
chane. for survival. 'v.n if not a complete victory. It is even more important to fight when
possibly the J.ws can secure a victory. This was the rationale that prompted Samson 10 kill
the thousands of Philistines once he regained his strength aft.r they blinded him. He
exclaimed, 0'n"'''9" OY '1119] nll:ln, "let me die, but Iogether with the Philistin.... (Judges
16:30). See also Rambam, "Laws of Shabbos" 2:23 and 24; Talmud Sanhedrin 73;
Rambam, "Laws of Kings" 5:1, "Laws of Murder and Preservation of Ufe" 1:14-16.
11. The above opinion can be inferred from Rav Moshe Feinstein,lgros Moshe, Yoreh
Deah, Part II, No. 60. See what he writes about rode'. See also Harav Efrayim Oshri,
Responsa Mlma,unakim, Book IV, No.9, pp. 73-79 and No. 14, pp. 91-92, wdtten of
concentration camp experience for such an attitude.'Also Tsemech Tsedek Hayoshon, No.
19.
12. The Rambam, "Laws of Murder and Preservation of life" 1 :14-16.

13. See Talmud Yeroshalmi, Sanhedrin 4:9; Rambam "Laws of Sanhedrin" 12:3;

Talmud Bavli, Sanhedrin 37a. C?'l1i1 X,:U '?':llU:l.

14. See Talmud Taanis 1Sb in Rashi and Talmud Bava Basra lob in Rashi.
IS. See Responsa Rudvaz, Part 3, No. 625 quoted by Pischei Teshuvo, Yoreh Deah

157:15, Igros Moshe Yoreh Deah II, No. 174, and Minchos Chinuch, Mitsvoh 296.
16. Regarding the question of an indiVidual's responsibility of risking his life in time
of war to save others, see Rav EIi.zer Waldenberg, Tsits Eliezer, Vol. 12, No. 57, and

R.sponsa of Harav Simcha Kook, "Saving of Others by Jeopardizing Oneself in Times of
Peace and War," Torah She Beal Peh 17, pp. 125-134. The above principles apply equally
as well for non-Jews according to opinions expressed by Minchos Chinuch, Mitsvoh 296.
5 •• Talmud Eruvin 45a-b for Rav Yonoron's comm.ntary on Rif, and Rav Kook,

Responsa Mishpat Kohen, Responsa Nos. 142-148.
17. Boaz, Mishnah Oholos 7:6.
18. Talmud Erchin 7a-b.
19. Talmud Bava Metsia 2a-b, 3a-b.
20. Talmud Erchin 7a-b.
21. Talmud Niddah 44a.

22. 5,.
Sanhedrin
78.Rambam, "Laws of Murder and Preservation of Life" 2:7 from Talmud
23. Ther. is a diff.rence between jeopardizing one's life for another in time of War (or
when thr.at.ned) and donating a vital organ to save another's life. In the former case, the
individual does not give explicit permission to be killed (althongh he is in a position of
danger and might possibly be killed). In the latter case, a person who signs away his organs
actually commits suicide by giving the doclors permiSSion to murder him. It is permissible,
however, to put oneself in a POSition of limited danger to save another person, for example
by donating one lung. In such a case, th.re is greater danger 10 the donor than if he had two
lungs,
yet h.
not immediately gOing to die by donating this organ since a person can live
wi
th only
oneis lung.
24. In his Responsa, Yoreh Deah, No. 338.
25. In his responsa Part VI, No. 91.
26. /gros Moshe, Yoreh Deah, Part II, No. 146, p. 248.
27. Igros Moshe, Yoreh Deah, Part II, No. 174, p. 290.

28. No. 59.
29.
30.
and 4.
31.
32.
33.

T
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Part I,
13. 0 f S abb ath" 2:18 and Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim No. 329:3
Rambam,
Laws
See Shvuos 33a.
Yoreh Deah No. 339:2.
Rule 29.

#'

34. Rav
Part Waldenberg
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35.
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IN MEMORIAM
PERYN SETH COMINSKY
Jan. 28, 1952 - Sept. 20, 1980

The essence of a man can never be understoo~in terms
of fragmented data pertaining to the life he lived. It tan only
be understood in a holistic sense, in a dynamic sense, as a
m'oving, vital force which emanates from him toward all
human beings, and is felt and internalized by those who
know and love him. This essence, then, is the spirit that
keeps him eternally living in our hearts.
Although Peryn Cominsky'S stay on earth was very
brief, he somehow understood the meaning of life and the
role he was chosen to take. He seemed to know the precious
ingredients needed in his relationship to mankind. His
individuality, coupled with his courage to do what he
believed was good, brought him to a level of humanitarianism that transcended much of the superficiality and
materialistic conformity of our day.
He 'was a good friend who appreciated and recognized
the contributions that others made. Not only did he become
totally involved in his own interests, but was equally
involved in the pursuits and achievements of others. He was
wise enough to know that a good sense of humor was a
universal quality, which earned him the love, warmth and
respect of so many who came to know him. His determination to make people happy was a way of life.
Such is the essence of Peryn Cominsky, beloved
husband, son and brother, whose spirit and love will live in
our hearts forever.
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parts of ODrganization QIlJarttr

The above organization will be Orthodox Jewish,
governed in all its functions by the Shulchan Aruch and
responsa as interpreted by the Po skim (Othodox arbiters of
Jewish Law - Halachah)
This status can never be changed.
ACTIVITIES
I. Talmudic and post-Talmudic research institute for
Torah and applied Jewish Law.
A. Publication of dissertations,· journals, and books on
Jewish problems and their solutions from the halachic
perspective based upon the Talmud, commentaries,
responsa, codes, and other Rabbinic writings. The
publications must have the approbation of at least one Rosh
Yeshivah, Dean, or lecturer in an Orthodox Yeshiva.
B. Scholarships and fellowships to be awarded to Talmudic
scholars presently studying in Orthodox Jewish Bais
Medrish of Yeshivos & Rabbinical Seminary or Kollel
(graduate Torah Law School) for a minimum of five years.
These scholars must be willing to devote a study session
("Seder") to the learning of anyone code of the four codes of
the Sbulcban Arucb (compendium of Jewish jurisprudence).
Learning of the Talmud, commentaries and responsa in
conjunction with the volume of codes under study would
meet this requirement provided that the code is then also
studied. In addition, the recipient must agree to write a
dissertation, theses, or book in any language, or translate a
Hebrew text into another language, or translate into Hebrew
a t3xt from another language which deals with halachah or
Torah studies. A number of scholars can collaborate on one
study and thesis.
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES
II. The New Yeshivah
A. The giving of lectures and seminars for pre-adolescents,
adolescents, adults, and senior citizens. The learning
material will be geared to those individuals with a minimum
of Jewish religious and cultural background.
B. Establishment of morning and/or afternoon and/or
evening classes and retreats for adolescents, adults, and
senior citizens who have a minimum of Jewish background
with separate groups for boys and for girls.

c. Establishment of a University without Walls for

all ages
and all levels, geared to those with" a minimum of Jewish
religious and cultural background and education. Instruction will be conducted through correspondence courses,
cassettes, closed circuit TV, radio, books, and other printed
media on all topics of Judaica (with an emphasis on Torah
and Halachah - Jewish Law).
These studies will be financed by tuition, endowments,
grants, contributions, sale of descriptions of above prog!,ams
and publications developed, to students and other means
that are in accord with the law.

PLAQUES OF HONOR
PRINTED IN PUBLICATION
•

I

In the Bais Hamikdash - the Holy Temple in Jerusalem
the flame of the Ner Tomid - the Eternal Light - was used to
light other candles of the Menorah. The flame of the other
candles was used to light a new Ner Tomid. In that way the
flame of Torah of G-d lives forever, and enlightens mankind.
So too, you and your loved ones - in this sense will live
forever. You can do so by forming a Partnership with a
Kollel Scholar,- the Ner Tomid of the Jewish people. In that
way your flame and life will help light up other lives as the
most advanced Torah scholarship is being researched to
benefit Kllal Yisroel - all of the Jewish people forever.

The "Kollel Partnership" will carry your name or that of
a. loved one for one year.
Become a partner to a Kollel scholar and share half of
his Dlam Hazeh and Dlam Habo. The joy of living in this
world and the next, knowing that you are accomplishing
something worthwhile - that you and your life have meaning
- now, in the future and forever. Write your name,.and or that
of a loved one whose soul you wish to live forever in the
blank space next to the amount you wish to give.
$200 per week full time scholarship .................................... $10,400.00
.. ........................................................................................... 9,500.00
............................................................................................. 9,000.00
............................................................................................. 8,500.00
............................................................................................. 8,000.00
............................................................................................. 7,500.00
.....•....................................................................................... 7,000.00
................................................................................................ 6,500
. ....................... :.................................................................... 6,000.00
............................................................................................. 5,500.00
............................................................................................. 5,000.00
............................................................................................. 4,500.00
. ............................................................................................ 4,000.00
............................................................................................. 3,500.00
Fellowship ............................................................................ 3,000.00
Fellowship Patron .................................................................. 2,500.00
Partial Fellowship .................................................................. 2,000.00
Scholarship ........................................................................... 1,500.00
Scholarship Patron ................................................................. 1,000.00
Partial Scholarship-18-Chai-Life x 42
................................................................................................ 756.00
Gold Page-18-Chai-Life x 30
. ............................................................................................... 540.00
Silver Page-18-Chai-Life x 18
............................................................................. :.................. 324.00
Full Page-18-Chai-Life x 14
................................................................................................ 252.00
Three Quarter Page-18-Chai-Life x 10
. ............................................................................................... 180.00

Half Page-18-Chai-Life x 7
................................................................................................ 126.00

One Quarter Page-18-Chai-Life x 4
................................................................................................. 72.00
Page-18-~hai-Life x 3
................................................................................................. 54.00
Greetings-18-Chai-Life x 2
................................................................................................. 36.00

One Eighth

Booster-Chai-Life

IT IS CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS HONOR WILL BE PRINTED ONLY IN ONE
PRINTING OF ANY BOOK OR JOURNAL TO BE PUBLISHED BY BAIS MEIR PUBLICATIONS
LTD. THE NUMBER OF COPIES IN EACH PRINTING, AS WELL AS WHEN IT WILL BE
PUBLISHED IS ENTIRELY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE PUBLISHER.

The size of a full page is 7'1z" x 4 1/.". Honors smaller then a full page will be proportionally
reduced.
Firm Name ...............................................................................................•......•.......•......
Address ........................................................................................................................ .
Please print Honor clearly in space below or on seperate sheet of paper if space is not
sufficient.
Honors will be accepted only in the names of individuals, professionals or businesses.
In order to save administrative costs, no receipts will he issued. Your check is your receipt.
;"
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.. ..... 1-2-3-4-5-10
We are part ............... .
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